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EDITORIAL

IT MAY WELL BE THAT MANY
British Refomi and Liberal Zionists
were more disturbed at the outcome

of  the   Israeli   General  Election  than
they will be at the outcome of the long-
awaited  British   General   Election  -
whatever the  result.  If so,  that  would
be a mark of the relatively high degree
of common ground within mainstream
British politics,  as compared with the
high  degree  of polarisation  that  has
emerged in Israel.

A44IVIVA believes there are three rea-
sons for bei ng disturbed by the election
of Binyamin Netanyahu and Likud.

The  first relates  to  the  Peace Proc-
ess. Whilst the road that Shimon Peres
mapped out was fraught with dangers
and difficulties, it still held out a realis-
tic  hope.  It  is  hard to  believe  that the
Likud strategy of seeking peace whilst
retaining land and returning the Israeli
army to the West Bank holds out any
realistic  hope  at  all.  Moreover,  Likud
will shortly betroth itself in coalition to
parties who have invested land, which
is almost exclusively Palestinian, with
a   holiness  that  outweighs  even   the
sanctity of human life. If the retention
of the West Bank is the supreme value,
transcending  even  those  of  life  and
peace,  it is  difficult to  see  how peace
can ever be attained.

Yet,  paradoxically,  of our three  ar-
eas  of concern,  the  Peace  Process  is
probably  the  least  of them.  Not  be-
cause   it   is  the   least  important  but
because  the  future  may  prove  that
Prime Ministers Rabin and Peres set in
motion   a   process   which   cannot  be
halted or derailed.  It may well be that
American pressure will see to that. One
can always draw comfort from the fact
that  it  was  Mr Begjn's  Likud govern-
ment  that  made  peace   with  Egypt.
There  may be  something to  the  argu-
ment that it js easier for a right-wing,
nationalist  government  to  surrender
territory  than  for  any  other.  Perhaps
the  necessary  territorial  compromises
over the Golan can still be made which
will   bring  peace  with  Syria  and  its
proxy, Lebanon.

The second area of concern lies with
the future of Reform and Conservative
Judaism  in  Israel.   Reform  Judaism,
born  in  nineteenth-century  Germany
and flourishing today round the world,
was  slow  to  take  root and find  a  dis-
tinctive    Israeli    expression.    The
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polarisation between religion as ultra-
Orthodoxy     and     thorough-going
secularism left a huge vacuum in reli-
gious     choice     and     in     religious
understanding. But in recent years the
Israeli  Refomi  Movement  has  made
tremendous strides. In the teeth of Or-
thodox  opposition,   sites  have  been
acquired  and  synagogues  built.   The
Movement's   national   centre,   Beit
Shmuel,  is  not  only  one  of the  most
beautiful buildings in Jerusalem. It also
occupies one of the most beautiful and
important  sites.  Unable  to  so]emnise
marriages, make valid conversions, of-
ficiate  at  funerals,  Reform  rabbis  in
Israel  have  challenged  the  Orthodox
hegemony in the Supreme Court. Over
the past few years, they have been win-
ning  their cases  and  moving  towards
full legitimation at an increasing pace.

Suddenly,  with  twenty-three  repre-
sentatives of orthodox religious parties
in   a   Knesset  of  one   hundred  and
twenty,  all the gains  are under threat.
Their price for entering the coalition is
the  reversal  of recent  Supreme  Court
decisions,  the  amendment of the  Law
of  Return  to  exclude  non-Orthodox
converts  and  legislation  to  bar  non-
Orthodox representatives from serving
on  the  country's  religious  councils.
Ultra-Orthodox theocracy - with con-
trol   of  the   education   and  interior
ministries  -and not the legitimisation
of religious pluralism is the imminent
prospect.

There  is  a  third  area  of  concern
which runs deepest ofall. The future of
Reform Judaism in Israel is not simply
a matter of intra-religious power poli-
tics. Reform Judaism is the product of
the  Jewish  dialogue  with  modernity.
Whilst rooted in the  age-old tradition
of Torah,  Reform has  recognised that
there are  certain key values - democ-
racy,   egalitarianism,   pluralism   and
personal  autonomy  -  which  are  fea-
tures  of  modernity  worthy  of being
taken  into  Jewish  tradition  and  made
part of it. They may have already ex-
isted to a greater or lesser extent within
Judaism in pre-modem times. But they
are, in essence, a feature of the revela-
tion  of modem  times.  It  is  precisely
those values, hallmarks notjust of pro-
gressive  Judaism  but  of the  best  of
modem  western  liberal  ideas,  which
are under threat in Israel today.

Shortly after the election result was

announced,  one  religious  party  de-
clared that it would only enter into a
coalition with Likud if Likud agreed to
close down Macdonald's in Jerusalem.
Why? Because, in a religious-national-
ist state, secular Jews have no right to
eat cheeseburgers. That apparently ut-
terly trivial example becomes a major
trend  when  the  coalition  demands  of
the   religious  parties   are   examined.
These  include  further  restrictions  on
archaeological  excavations,  draconian
restrictions on a woman's right to abor-
tion,    rigid   enforcement   of   laws
concerning  work  on  Shabbat  and  ex-
tending  transport  restrictions   during
the sabbath.

Progressive  Jews   recognise   that
there are severe limits to the extent to
which it is legitimate for a state to en-
force  even  principles  which  we  hold
dear.  In  a  true  democracy,  there  are
strict limits to what a duly elected ma-
jority may impose upon a minority.  If
power  has  passed  into  the  hands  of
those  who  do  not  see  such  values  as
egalitarianism, pluralism and personal
autonomy as sacred, never mind as ex-
plicitly  part   of  Judaism,   then  the
dangerous polarisation of Israeli  soci-
ety can only continue.

We  concur  absolutely  with  Rabbi
Richard Hirsch, Director of the World
Union  for  Progressive  Judaism,  who
wrote  from  Jerusalem  "...  we  are  en-
gaged in a struggle for the soul of the
Jewish people...  We  have to  continue
the  struggle  for  equal  rights  through
every  means  available,  including  the
court system, the legislature and politi-
cat pressure from within and abroad.

"We may have lost the battle but we

shall yet win the war. Now is the time
for  us  to  regroup  and  to  reorganise.
Now  is  the  time  for our entire  world
movement  to  mobilize  our  consider-
able  force  and  influence,  our  human
and  material  resources  on  behalf  of
building a strong  and dynamic move-
ment   in   Israel.   This   will   require
determination. It will require vastly in-
creased   financial   support.   It   will
require new commitment by individu-
als   and  our  respective  institutions
throughout the world.

"Let us renew our confidence in the

validity and efficacy of our movement.
Let  us  have  faith  in  our faith.  `Zion
shall be redeemed in justice and those
who return to her in righteousness".



Dow Marmur
`WHY SHOULD JEWS SURVIVE? '

by Michael Goldberg
Oxford University Press, USA,1995

ppl91,  £15.99

MICHAEL  GOLDBERG  IS
not the first Jew in our time
to   question   our  preoccu-

pation with survival.  But reading  WJz};
Should Jews Survive?, one is left with
the impression that the author wants us
to believe that his stance is unique. It is
understandable  that,  being  an  Ameri-
can,  he  would  not  have  heard  of my

iTtai::#g82i"£Vu'.tv:t''ispvueb#Ssht:£n::
that he makes no reference to the vet-
eran  American  Jewish  scholar  Jacob
Neusner's critique of survivalism, dis-
cussed in several of his countless books
and that, despite many similarities be-
tween  Goldberg's  assertions  and  the
controversial  books  by  the  younger
scholar Mare  Ellis,  there  is  no  single
reference to the latter.

It is tempting to read the almost 200
pa,ges Of Why Should Jews Survive? as
a  long  pamphlet  rather  than  a  short
book.  It  is  more  passioriate  advocacy
than reasoned argument. That is a pity,
because Goldberg's challenging thesis
would  have  been  even  more  compel-
ling had it been more firmly rooted in
contemporary Jewish thought.

Despite  its  flaws,  this  volume  de-
serves  attention.   For  it  makes  the
important point that the "master story"
of the Jewish people, the Exodus from
Egypt, is being replaced in our time by
a  rival  -  the  Holocaust.  As  a  result,
Goldberg  maintains  Judaism  is  being
transformed  and  distorted  from  the
God-centred  faith  of Abraham,  Isaac
and  Jacob  into  a  God-less  civil  reli-
gion, from a tale of hope of redemption
into  an  account  of woe  and  despair,
from testimony that God lives to theo-
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ries about the death of God.
To  give  depth  to   his   argument,

Goldberg  could  have  built  it  around
Emit   Fackenheim's   distinction  be-
tween  the  Exodus  as  a  Jewish  root
experience and the Holocaust as one of
the epoch~making events in Jewish his-
tory  that  periodically  challenge  that
experience - yet  never nullify it.  He
could have shown Judaism to be in a
state  of almost perpetual  tension be-
tween seeming opposites and pointed
to the creativity and tenacity that is the
Outcome.

Instead, Goldberg has chosen to at-
tack  Fackenheim  for  his  oft-quoted
edict  that  Jews  must  observe  a  new,
614th  commandment  -  survive  and
thus  deprive  Hitler  of a  posthumous
victory.  Though  Goldberg  is  right to
accuse civil religion of having tuned
Fackenheim's  formula into one of its
articles of faith, he is less than fair to
the philosopher himself.

Goldberg  seems  to  ignore  the  fact
that Fackenheim, i n characteristic Jew-
ish    fashion,    struggles    with    the
affirmation  of  God  contained  in  the
Exodus  story  and  the  challenge  to  it
posed by the Holocaust. It is the strug-
gle between God revealed in Sinai and
God   hidden  at   Auschwitz.   Hence
Fackenheim' s original statement about
the  imperative  of  Jewish  survival,
made at a symposium in New York in
1967 -

If the 614th commandment is bind-
ing upon the authentic Jew, then we
are,  first,  commanded  to  survive  as
Jews,  lest the  Jewish  people  perish.
We  are  commanded,  second,  to  re-
member in  our very guts and bones
the  martyrs  of the  Holocaust,  lest
their memory perish. We are forbid-
den,  thirdly,  to  deny  or  despalr  of
God, however much we have to con-
tend with Him or with belief in Him,
lest  Judaism  perish.  We  are  folbid-
den, finally, to  despair of the  world
as the place  which is to become the
kingdom of God, lest we help make it
a meaningless place in which God is
dead or irrelevant and  everything is

permitted.

first two points, putting :sErd first
and memorialising marf};rim nd ig-
nores  the  insistence  that  .e  Eimst
despair of neither God nor hE uld.
Goldberg sees it as his task to FErind
us  that  the  Exodus  story ulges  EEs to
affirm  God and the world, qi±tr
the burdens i ndividuals are called apon
to cany, for God and Israel are boHI]fl
to each other in covenant. Most expgr
nentsofcontemporaryJewishthaz3gvia
will agree.

Goldberg's  emphasis  on  the  cov-
enantal     nature     of    Judaism    is
appropriate but again incomplete to the
point of being askew.  To write about
covenant theology in our time without
discussing  the  thought  of  Eugene
Borowitz  apart  from  an  almost  irrel-
evant    footnote     and     not     even
mentioning David Harinan,  is a sign
of either ignorance or arrogance. And
to speak about the imperative to affirm
the central tenets of the faith of Israel
in the face of Auschwitz without a sin-
gle  reference  to  the  late  Eliezer
Berkovits, the passionate advocate of
this stance, is inexplicable.

So much for the manner of the book.
As to the matter, Goldberg reminds the
reader repeatedly that the shift of em-
phasis   from   the   exodus   to   the
Holocaust has  changed the nature  of
Judaism for the worse -

From the viewpoint of the Exodus
master story, what enal]Ied the Jew-
ish   people   to   outlive   Egyptian
servitude was God's own bond to the
covenanthemadewiththepadiarchs.
However, from the perapective of the
Holocaust-based     master     story
lyricised in  "The Song Of the Parti-
scz#s", what can ultimately ensure the
Jewish people's survival is neither a
powerful  God,  nor an  empowering
covenant but instead an indispeusa-
ble  practice  exercised  by  one  key
party  "holding  grenades  in   our
hands".  From  that  perspective,  the
Holocaust's  lesson  for  Jewish  sur-
vival  is  unmistakal]1e.  If the  Jewish
people  is  to  survive,  such  survival
rests in its o\rmi hands and in its own
armed hands alone.

If the Jewish people is to survive, such
survival rests in its own armed hands alone

One of the reasons why, despite the
unfair  criticism  of  Fackenheim  -  as
well  as  unwananted  attacks  on  E]ie
Wiese],   Irving   Greenberg,   Harold
Kushner  and  others  -  we  must  take
Goldberg seriously is because he points
to  a  central  flaw  in  Jewish  civil  reli-
gion. It concentrates on Fackenheim's

This means that `ihe Jewish people,
according to the faith of civil Judaism,
will  always live in a world hostile to
it". Its shrine will be Holocaust Memo-
rials with Wiesel as the High Priest of
the cult that memorialise or even cel-
ebrate  the  loneliness  of  the  Jewish
people by pledging "No  silence  ever
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again in the face of evil !"
This  "cult"  is  so  pervasive,  writes

Goldberg, that it leads to insensitivity
to other victims. He points an accusing
finger at "Jews who stood by and said
nothing   as   Pa]estinians   during  the
jntifada   were  beaten,   tortured  and
worse.  Counted  among  those  Jewish
bystanders were some of the cult's ar-
dent supporters, both inside Israel and
out, for whom a word or two from their
mgh Priest might have made a differ-
ence."

Goldberg  accuses  Jewish  leaders,
especially   the   late   Prime   Minister
Menachem   Begin,  of  exploiting  the
Holocaust for their own ends -and in
this  way,  ironically,  jmitatjng  our en-
emies. By treating "the Holocaust as a
talisman to ward off every moral chal-
lenge  to  the  Jewish  people  and  the
Jewish state ... many people, including
Jews, will simply stop listening to what
victims rightly have to say." Replacing
the  Exodus  story  with  the  Holocaust
story  may  mean  not  only  that  the
former will  be  forgotten but also  that
the  latter  will   ultimately  be  ignored
and the Jewish people will have lost its
raison d'6tre.

As   no  people  can  live  without  a

story,  the  Jews  will  end  up  adopting
someone  else's.  When  Jews  give  up
the unique tale of the covenant between
God and Israel, they cease to be Jews.
"Every  powerful  story  told  by  post-

Holocaust Jews seemingly ended in the
death of the Jewish people. An inextri-
cablebondsomehowstartedtodevelop
between Jewish heroism and death. But
historically, a narration of heroic, self-
sacrificial  martyrdom was understood
by Jews to be somebody else's master
story  -  Christians'."  The  ostensibly
staunchest defenders of Judaism in our
time may turn out to be its most power-
ful traitors.

So  much  for the  disease.  As to the
remedy,  Goldberg  urges  Jews  to  re-
main  faithful  to  the  original   master
story and be martyrs in the true, Greek,
sense  of that  word  -  witnesses.  Our
task  as  a  people  is  to  testify  to  the
presence of God, irrespective of what
happens  to  us  as  individuals.   It  has
always  been  like  that  and  so  it  must
remain, even after the death of the six
mimon.  Only  when  we  return  to  the
Exodus  master  story,  will  we  -  and
God - survive.

It is  not  for us to  fathom why bad
things happen to good people -that we

can never know. But it is for us to live
by  the  covenant  our  ancestors  made
with God. If we don't, then -as it were
-God will indeed die. The suffering of
the people of Israel is not the effect of
the death of God but its refusal to af-
firm  God,  despite  the  suffering,  will
cause the death of God.

The challenge of modern Jewry is to
show the world by the way it lives and
in the way jt acts that God is God. "The
witness of real Jewish resistance testi-
fies that in the midst of a world that is
godless, Jews can still be godly, that jn
the midst of a world that would declare
God non-existent, there js yet a people
whose very life still declares him God."

If  you  have  known  this  before,  it
may be because you have read the writ-
ings   of  the   late   lgnaz   Maybaum,
Anglo-Jewry's   foremost   Holocaust
theologian. It is good to know that ny
teacher's  lessons  are   not  fofg-6tt;en,
even if his name is one of many omit-
ted in this provocative and challenging
book .
RABBI DOW MARMUR, /ormedy o/Po/cr#d,
Sweden,  IIford  and  Golders  Green,  is  Senior
Rabbi Of the  Holy  Blossom Tenaple in Toronto.
Since  `Beyond  S:urvivar    he  has  published  a
number Of books including `The Sta.I o£ Retw:n'
(]991)  and  `OnBeing a ]e!w'   (]994).
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THE NEW JEWISH FAMIIjY
Fred Morgan

WATEVER ELSE WE MAY
ive    learned    from    the
levision  interviews   with

Prince Charles and Princess Diana, it is
amply  clear that  the  Royal  Family  is
not immune from the changes affecting
families throughout the kingdom. If the
Waleses are not a model for family life
today, they are certainly a reflection of
it.  In  this  respect,  there  is  not  much
difference  between  "the  new  Royal
family" and "the new Jewish family".

Simply by virtue of the fact that we
live in the same modern society, most
of us will participate in the ideology of
the  family  which  is  reflected  in  the
Royal family. This does not mean that
we  individually  share  all  the  features
of modern family life. But our families
are  no  more  immune  from  those  fea-
tures than the Waleses.

What  are  these  features  of family
life  today?  With  the  divorce  rate  in
Britain at around 50%, many of us have
experienced the trauma of divorce and
are now single, or single parents, or in
our  second  or  third  marriages.  Most
people co-habit before marriage, or do
not  marry  at  all.  Some  of us  are  in
homosexual  relationships,  some  of us
are married to  people  of another re]i-
gion or cultural background. Often we
live isolated lives at a considerable dis-
tance  from   other  family  members.
Some of us suffer from debilitating ill-
nesses,   physical   or  mental,   which
necessitate our partner giving up work
to  care  for  us.  We  may  suffer  from
substance  abuse,  alcoholism  or  some
other addiction, which puts unbearable
strain on our families.

Perhaps the  strongest and most un-
comfortable indication that the family
is seen in a new way is the muted reac-
tion to the issue of adultery in the Royal
interviews.  And  the  sense  of embar-
rassment about private family matters
seems to be lifting, as more and more
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people  are  "coming  out"  about  what
goes on behind their front door.

As a committed Jew, I am concerned
to ask how we Jews should respond to
the  changes  in  perceptions  surround-
ing the family. Where is the "Jewish"
component in this entity  of "the  new
Jewish family"? In March 1995, Rabbi
Dr Jonathan Sacks wrote a widely re-
viewed   analysis   of  contemporary
social life entitled Foz.f% z.# ffee Fzt/wre.
In his book Rabbi Sacks identifies the
"family" as the focus of moral training

and development in society, notjust in
our present-day society but in cz// soci-
eties,  for all  time.  Following on from
this, Rabbi Sacks identifies the family
as  the  basic  constituent  of "commu-
nity".  Our  sense  of  morality,  Sacks
argues,  depends  on our experience  of
the  family.  A  stable  family  structure
encourages sound moral growth. Moral
values from the family then radiate out-
wards into the wider community.

Thus  far,  as  Rabbi  Norman  Solo-
mon suggested in a review of Fczj.f¢ j.#
the  Future  in The   Jewish  Chronicle,
how  could  anyone  argue?  But  Rabbi
Sacks' analysis does not go far enough.
For  the  "stability"  of the  family,  its
interior sense of commitment,  is pre-
cisely what is at issue today. Very often
we find that the traditional ideal family
structure -two parents of opposite gen-
der,  2.4  children  and  a  dog  -  is  in
reality volatile and unstable, with vio-
lence  both  at  the  dinner  table  and
behind  bedroom  doors.  In  contrast,  a
partnership  between  two  people  who
are  unmarried,  or  a  relationship  be-
tween  one  contented  adult  and  his  or
her child/ren, or any number of poten-
tial  partnerships  which  are  not  in  the
ideal  family  image,  may  in  fact  be
filled with a sense of commitment and
emotional well-being.

I think what Rabbi Sacks is missing
in his  discussion is that marriage  and

family,  in the traditional  sense of the
terms, a,re social institutions. That is to
say, they have histories of their own.
They are transformed from age to age
and  this  process  takes  place  with  no
help or hindrance from us Jews.

Even within this century, the demise
of the  "extended  family"  and  its  re-
placement by the "nuclear family" has
often been commented upon.  Surely it
is  at the  heart  of the  progressive  ap-
proach in religion, as in other matters,
to  recognise  historical  change  and  to
resist any description of a social insti-
tution  like  the  family  that  disallows
change.

Rabbi  Sacks'  view of the family is
not only false in the descriptive sense.
It  is  also judgmental  and  moralising.
To be more realistic and more accept-
ing, I would say that we cannotdj.rec£/y
affect the structure of families within
the  Jewish  world  today.  But  we  can
afford  the  way  our  communities  re-
spond to the families within our midst.
In this way, we can !.7?dz.7.ecffy encour-
age people to redefine and revalue the
family as a social institution.

Communities   are,   like   families,
marked by interdependence and com-
mitment.  But  they  are  often  better
equipped  than  families  to  accommo-
date  the  intense  stresses  and  strains
which so  often afflict their members.
The obvious but key difference is that
members of a community are not  re-
/arfec7  fo  o#e  a#offeer.  This  gives  the
community a flexibility which is often
not apparent within the nuclear family.
It allows communities to offer strength,
comfort and  nurturing to  their men-
bers   as  they   make   their  passage
through the storms of family life.

Though we talk about "the new Jew-
ish family", I believe that our starting
point  should  be  the  community,  the
kehillch kedoshah. W e should be con-
cemed that the community responds to
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all its members, in their diverse family
situations, in ways that model the reli-
gious values of tolerance,  fidelity and
mutuality that we hold dear.

By considering specific instances of
modem family life, we can explore the
mode//j.#g character of the local com-
munity in specific and practical ways.
Since one of my complaints about the
moralistic argument is its impractical-
ity, it is incumbent upon me to aim for
the opposite.

We  are,  for example,  aware  of in-
creasing      incidents      of     marital
breakdown  and  the  problems  associ-
ated   with   divorce   and   remarriage
within our communities.  How can our
communities model appropriate values
in  the  face  of  these  situations?  It  is
important  to  recognise  that  our com-
munities are not counselling centres. It
is  very  dangerous,  I  be]jeve,  for  the
rabbi or any member of the congrega-
tion,  even professionals,  to  engage  in
long-term counselling with other mem-
bers of the community. The aim of the
community  in  these  cases  is   not  to
counsel but to be/rj.e#d. Our congrega-
tions,  no  matter  how  large  or  small,
will  face  these  issues.  Marital  break-
downs present a tremendous challenge
to the community but I feel that we can

deal with them by turning them around
to  see  owrse/vex  within  them.  In  this
way  we  can  avoid  feeling  threatened
by family upheavals but rather seek to
provide   strength  to  all   parties  con-
cerned in order to help them find their
way through.

Another  area  for  concern  for  the
"new Jewish family" is how our com-

munities  give   non-Jewish  parents,
partners and children a positive experi-
ence of Judaism. Why, it may be asked,
should  we  want  to  offer  non-Jews  a
positive experience of Judaism? Some
might reply that this will  attract them
to become Jewish in their own right, a
Jewish  "outreach".   This   is   not  the
prime  motive  for  action  within  my
community  perspective.   From   the
community  perspective,   we  do  this
simply  because  it  is    derecfe   ere/z,
proper  and  respectful  behaviour,  to
show regard for all those within a com-
mitted relationship.  By modelling this
behaviour, the community encourages
the stability and moral cohesiveness of
families.

Another area to consider is the needs
of single members, whose family situ-
ation may leave them feeling isolated
or  rejected.  Anyone  can  find  them-
selves   in  a  ``single-member  family"
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today. We often think of single men-
bers in terms of young adults and the
very elderly. But a middle-aged parent
with children living  far away  and  not
really interested in the life of their par-
ent is also isolated.  So, too,  are  single
parents  who,  though  with  children  at
home,  often  feel  isolated  from  adult
company. Feelings of isolation and ex-
clusion  are  often  exacerbated  rather
than   calmed  by   synagogue   events
which focus on couples.                    `

Even a Shabbat morning service can
increase  loneliness.  On  one  occasion
in  my  synagogue,  we  paired  all  the
honours  in  the  service  between  older
single  members  and  young  children
from   our      cfeeder.    Seeing    these
grandparently   figures   holding   the
hands  of  the  children  as  they  went
through their in;./zi;of had an extraordi-
nary effect on the entire congregation.
This  was  one  way  to  overcome  feel-
ings  of isolation  among  these  single
members.

Another  area  for  modelling  values
involves  caring  for  those  who  suffer
from mental  illness  and  for their car-
ers. Of course we could also speak of
physical disability but I concentrate on
mental  illness because,  in  my  experi-
ence, this is more challenging to us and
easier  to  ignore  as  irrelevant  to  our
sense  of community.  There  is  a  great
temptation to act as though those with
mental  illness  put themselves  beyond
the pale  simply because  they are  ill.  I
saw  this,  to  a  degree,  in  my  own  re-
sponse   to   the   mentally   ill   in   my
community  during  my  early  years  in
the rabbinate.  Though people told me
about  mentally  ill  members  of  their
family, I simply did not feear what they
were  saying.  This  was  because  I  was
oblivious to the role of the community
in responding to such problems. Even-
tually   I   came   to   realise   that   the
problems of the mentally ill  and their
caring  families  do  have  an  important
community dimension.

There are many other areas in which
the modem Jewish community can of-
fer  moral   and  practical   support  to
families within their midst.  Taken to-
gether, they show there is not one but
several  "new  Jewish  families"  in  our
modern   world,   each   able   to   give
strength and caring to the other within
the framework of the community .

RABBI  FRED  MORGAN  #¢s spent f4e pcis/
twelve  years  learning  about  the  character  Of
fiamilies and Of community while serving North
West  Synagogue  in  Weybridge.  He  is  married
with  three  children  and  a  cat.  He  also  serves
the new progressive community Sim  Shalom in
Budapest, which has been a testing-ground for
some Of the ideas Of this article.
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WHEN   PEOPLE   ASK,
"Where     was     God     in

Auschwitz?",  do they ever

Caesar Arousfeld

Caesar Aronsfield has been one Of MA:NANA:S
most trenchant contributors for many years.

Now he sends us this article which
goes to the very heart Of contemporary

Jewish beliof So clear and pointed is his
question that we think that a rabbinic response

is needed. We asked Rabbi Lionel Bhae,
co-editor Of the Rof brm Movement' s Festival
Machzor (Forms of Prayer), which provides

the liturgy for Pesach, to respond.

wonder  why  God  could  be  active  in
ancient  Egypt  where  Jews  suffered
bondage, but was conspicuous by His
absence  in  our time  when  Jews  were
suffering     so     much     worse     -
extermination?   Is  not  the  contrast
strange?  What  could  account  for  it?
Were  the  victims  of organised  mass
murder  considered  less  deserving  of
salvation than the victims of a slavery
that was, in its time, an accepted social
institution? ``The God who saved Israel
from slavery," writes Chief Rabbi J.H.
Hertz in his Bible commentary, Exodus
Ch20:v2, "had a moral claim, as their
Benefactor  and  Redeemer,  on  their
gratitude and obedience." What is left
of that ``moral claim" after Auschwitz?

I  do  not  agree  with  Paul  Johnson
who suggests ln A History Of the Jews.
London,   1987,  that  "Pharaonic  slav-
Cry"  was  "a  distant  adumbration  of
Hitler's  slave  labour programme  and
even of his Holocaust". Hitler's slave
labour programme  for the  Jews  was
expressly  designed  as  an  element  of
the Holocaust but though he once actu-
ally cited the Pharaoh of the Exodus as
his model, in fact that Pharaoh was by
no means a Nazi.

He at least knew how to treat Jews
as human beings. He agreed to receive
their leaders, he engaged them in argu-
ment-somethingthatHitlerabsolutely
refused  to  do.  While  Hitler regarded
Jews as so much vermin fit only for the
incinerator, Pharaoh looked upon their
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Though Hitler once actually cited the
Pharoch Of the Exodus as his model, in fact that

Pharoah was by no means a Nazi

leaders  as  in  no  way  inferiors  -  he
listened to what they had to say and he
treated them  not without respect. The
arbiter was to be not his own flat but
the "signs and wonders"  in which the
Egyptians  greatly  excelled,  not  with-
out  competition  from  the  Hebrews.
Though he  showed himself obstinate,
he  was  sufficiently  intelligent  to  ap-
preciate  the  overwhelming  force  of
events.

Nor were his advisers fawning yes-
men  afraid  of  reasoning  with  their
master - very much in contrast to the
Nazi underlings whose boss was wont
to boast of his "infallibility" and would
treat  his  servants  accordingly.   The
Pharaoh's  ministers  spoke  up  when
theysawthetideclearlytumingagainst
him  -"Let the people go ... Do you not
know  by  now  that  Egypt  is  mined?"
(Exodus Chl0:v7)  and again the  king
listened.  He  was  almost  enlightened
when compared with Hitler.

But  then   he   was   not,   as   Hitler
claimed   for   himself,   a   "rational
antisemite",   seeking  to  extirpate  the
Jews "root and branch". The Pharaoh's
Jewish  slave  labour,  like  some  of the
rest of his slave labour, was employed
as part of his  defence  against foreign
invaders - a concept that in itself dif-
fered   from   mtler's,   who   never
believed  in  mere  defence  but  invari-
ably in aggressive expansion.

What we know of God's presence in
Egypt is  vouched for only by a story
told in far-off times and the story-tell-
ers were believers in the supernatural,
which they  saw  as  part  of their indi-
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vidual  and  corporate  lives.  They  ac-
cordingly      communicated      their
experience in terms in which the natu-
ral and supernatural were intertwined.
The deity played a part in their affairs
and  the  more  dramatic  the  situation,
the more  spectacular could divine in-
tervention be made to appear.

We -most of us -no longer think in
such terms.  God can  no  longer act in
the way He could be said to have acted
in the remote past. When we hear that
He once,  in Egypt,  intervened to save
the suffering people, then we know it
is just a story - a most dramatic story,
illumined by the colourful struggle be-
tween the natural and the supernatural,
the progress of the terrible Ten Plagues
designed to break the Pharaoh's resist-
ance to the calls for liberty.

What  is  more  likely  to  have  hap-
pened in Egypt is, we gather from the
experience  of history,  that  the  slaves
rose  in  rebellion  and  by  determined
action, inspired leadership and the sup-
port of a "mixed  multitude",  secured
their  liberation.   Similarly  at  Ausch-
witz,  final  liberation  was  due  not  to
any  "signs  and  wonders"  but  to  the
cmshing  defeats  inflicted  on  the  op-
pressors by the victorious Russians, the
oppressed being past any independent
effort to save themselves.

As for God, if He was not present in
Auschwitz  where,  according  to  the
story of the Exodus, He certainly ought
to have been, we have every reason to
believe - a /orf!.orz. - that neither was
He  in Egypt,  where the deadly threat
was so much less.  If the ghastly mass

murders  in  Auschwitz  did  not  move
Him to intervene, why should the cries
of the slaves have done? His reaction
then  was  merely  in the  minds  of de-
vout scribes and a very good story they
made of it.

In Egypt, God was only a figure of
speech and in Auschwitz He was trams-
lated  into  an  atheist Russian.  Such is
the solution of the seemingly baffling
conundrum. We have as little cause to
bless  God for what  He  did  not do  in
Egypt, as we have cause to blame Him
for what he failed to do at Auschwitz.
Neither  here  nor  there  was  He  in-
volved.  To  suggest  otherwise  would
imply   agreement   with  the   saintly
Church Father who declared - "Credo
gwz.cl adswrde#" esf,  I believe because
it is absurd". Here we have lived to see
what  happened.    We  know.  We  have
the testimony of the survivors, the evi-
dence  produced  at "war crime trials"
and the results of the most painstaking
research. There, in Egypt, we must be-
lieve a pious tale of signs and wonders,
told not by discriminating students of
historybutbyundiscriminatingbeliev-
ers in the supernatural, more than thirty
centuries ago.

The  event  as  such  need  not  be  in
doubt - the involvement of God must
bel

CAESAR ARONSFELD j.s a veteran /.owr#o/-
ist and writer on contemporary Jewish affairs,
awffior a/The Ghosts of 1492: Jewish Aspects
of  The  Struggle  for  Religious  Freedom  in
Spain,   1848-1976  cr#d  The  Text  of the  Holo-
caust:     Nazi     Extermination     Propaganda
1919-1945.



TAKE A LOOK INSIDE YOURSELF

Lionel Blue

CAESAR ARONSFELD RAISED
the     right     question.     It     is
fundamental.  In  answer  I  can

only  give   tentative,   personal   `bits'
towards  living  with  the  question  -
because  that  is  all  anyone  can  give.
Any  clear  answer  would  have  to
explain  the  inner  mysteries  of  the
divine,  how it impacts on human life
and `justify the ways of God to man'.
This  is  beyond  the   scope   of  any
progressive      rabbi,      though      a
fundamentalist one might attempt it.

I felt the question keenly when I was
five. At that time, refugees were trick-
ling  in  to  the  Jewish  East  End,  each
with  a  more   dreadful   tale  to  tell.
Spurred on by my grandmother's tra-
ditional faith, I prayed not only for the
speedy  demise  of Herr Hitler and  Sir
Oswald  Mosley  but  also  that  a  way
would open in the North Sea, as in the
Exodus,   for  the   refugees  to  pass
through.  Despite  the  sincerity  of my
prayers and `the obvious justice of my
cause,  neither happened.  I  knew then
that, as far as I was concerned, an old
way of religion had died and it took me
fifteen  years  to  find  another.  In  the
meantime I marched with the Reds who
were scientific and did not rely on di-
rect divine intervention.

Fifteen years later I came back to the
scriptures.  I  found  that  my  question
was  not  as  original  as  I  had  thought.
The same question, in another version,
dominated the latter part of the ra#oc%
(Hebrew Bible).  `Why  do the wicked
prosper and the righteous suffer? Why
doesn't  the  Almighty  do  something
about it?'  is the theme  of the Psalms.
The  same theme is also,  in other ver-
sions,    taken    up    in   Job,    Isaiah,
Ecclesiastes,  Daniel  and  all  the  later
books.  God  had  not  intervened  even
then  in  any  way  as  obvious  as  in the
Exodus -or indeed at all. The answers
are as varied as the questioners. There
is  a  choice  of  messiahs  to  redress
wrongs, an afterlife for the same pur-
pose, the vastness of God beyond our
understanding,  the  suffering  servant,
new ways of looking at suffering pain
and evil, vicarious atonement, the anti-
hero and many more.

Our  ger}eration  is  different  from
them only in having a greater historical
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sense. For me, all scriptures are a mix-
ture of what actually happened, what
people  would  have  like  to  have  hap-
pened and what they considered to be
the meaning of what happened, that is
history,  mythological  history  and  in-
terpretation.  Auschwitz is history and
the Exodus is mythological history and
the two cannot be directly compared.
Such a comparison is too naive and the
result will lead only to the same false
expectations,  as  I  discovered  in  my
childish way when I was five.

Such  expectations  are  still  enter-
tained by adults. I remember a meeting
at  which  a  rabbi  with  a  fine  flow  of
rhetoric  assured  us  that  God  would
never desert his city, i.e. Jerusalem or
the Jewish state. We could feel secure
in divine support, he said. I remember
catching  the  eye  of  an  Israeli  army
chief, who looked as sardonic as I felt.
God  had .never been  so  protective  in
the past. Why had He changed now?

So,  such  is  the  question.  What  are
those  `bits'   of  answers  which  have
helped me and which I willingly pass
on?

There  is  one  `bit'  which  I,  person-
ally, do not find very satisfactory but is
held by many. It is that on a commu-
nal level we can still see the justice of
God.  After all,  Hitler's thousand-year
Reich has gone the same way as Phar-
aoh's Egypt and we, the Jews, are still
here in a `judenfrei' Europe, decimated
it is true but existing  and even grow-
ing. We know roughly the numbers of
those  who  died  in  Auschwitz  but  we
shall never know how many died in the
slavery of Egypt or the rigours of the
Exodus.  That  Hitler  was  worse  than
Pharaoh does not alter the bones of this
argument.

This  is  sometimes  accompanied by
another argument as a corollary - that
we can never see God's justice in indi-
vidual  cases,  only in communal  ones.
This is true too.  As a minister, I have

`The only power God has

in this world is the love He
inspires in us. There is
nothing else on offdr'

had to  deal  with many djring people.
For nearly all of themo two questions
were beyond  answer - they seem  so
outrageous - why me? why now? For
those who still want to justify the ways
of God to people in this fashion, I rec-
ommend  Thomton  Wilder's  novel,
`The  Bridge Of Sac Inns  R!ey' . I oruce

met  a  lady in hoapital  who  kept  her
intelligence but had lost her powers of
sight,  speech and was now losing her
hearing.   What  was  God  doing  in  her
privatehell,herprivateAuschwitzifyou
like but with no Hitler to blame it on?

Here are some helpful `bits', for me
that  is.  The  rabbis  said  long  ago  in
Pirke  Avot that the  reward  of a  bad
deed  is  another bad  deed and the  re~
ward  of a  good  one  is  another  good
one -virtue is its own reward. I agree,
together with its corollary that evil  is
self-destructive,  which  I  have  con-
firmed in my own experience. Simone
Weil,  who  said  some  very  honest
things  as  well  as  some  very irritating
ones, stated the same truth in a differ-
ent way, when she wrote that the only
power God has in this world is the love
He inspires in us. There is nothing else
on  offer.  For  some  people  it  is  not
enough.  I  sometimes  think  there   j.s
something more but this may well be
wish fulfilment, to which all believers
are prone. The rabbis and Simone Well
are, for me, bedrock.

When I came to religion again I no
longer looked for a God outside me. I
came back because I found God inside
me  and  I  had  to  turn  my  childhood
religion inside out to approach it again
as  a believer.  For example,  I  have  to
become my own proof of God. The so-
called  scientific,   philosophical,   or
historical  ones are optional.  Each one
is  contradicted  by  another  equally
weighty. They are matters of taste, not
necessity. Also, as God has no hands in
this  world  apart from  us,  we  are  His
hands. Every prayer turns back on us,
it becomes a boomerang.

This is awkward stuff.  And here is
something  even  more  awkward.  The
purpose  of  religion  is  goodness  not
happiness.  But  we  identify  goodness
as  what  makes  us  happy  and  evil  as
that which  hurts  us.  God may,  prob-
ably does, think in other terms.  If we
can stand it and I am not sure I can, let
us think of Anne Frank.  What would
havehappenedtoherwithouttheHolo-
caust?  She was  a nice girl  and would
probably have been a nice synagogue
member and mother. Instead, the hor-
ror turned her into a talisman of good
in  a wicked time.  It probably  did the
same with Isaiah. I do not like this a bit
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but I think it has a truth that is partial
but genuine.

I leant from the late Rabbi Dr Ignor
Maybaum that Judaism is a religion of
the happy ending, as can be seen in the
ending of the  j44ed¢fe  (the binding of
Isaac)  and the ending  of Job,  both of
which  upset  Kierkegaard  very  much.
Marxism  shares  the  same  optimism.
Such a belief is not exactly wrong de-
spite  the  sorrows  of our time.  It may
well work as a self-vindicating hypoth-
esis. That is how I take the traditional
story  of the  Exodus.  It  is  not a  state-
mentofhistorybutastatementof hope
and  has  transmitted  its  message  well
over the centuries.

Can prayer books be based on non-
mythological belief? Probably not yet.
In the  study passages  of the  different
volumes  of  `Forms  of  Prayer',  the
problems  are  best  stated  in  people's
lives rather than in the formal prayers.
But it will take time before the experi-
ence  of our  own  time  seeps  through
from  those  study  passages  into  the
prayers  themselves.  Not  to  replace
them but to interpret them  or put our
new insight jn other prayers alongside
them. When they do, I may go to serv-
ices more often. What my grandparents
could pray honestly, I cannot. I have to
make a rather complicated mj.cJrosfe to
cope.  Caesar  Aronsfeld's  question  is
the  right  one.  There  is  a  big  divide
between  the  Exodus  and  Auschwitz.
Which means for me that my percep-
tion of God has changed and I cannot
worship God in the same sort of way -
and,  in  any  case,  my  new  perception
would not require it.

Fortunately,  our  prayer  books  are
not  consistent  and  never  have  been.
The  hopes,  problems  and  aspirations
of different generations with different
experiences  lie  alongside  each  other.
Judaism  is  an argument not a conclu-
sion but if the argument is genuine and
not just rhetoric,  in order words if we
are  true  to  God  in  us,  such  argument
purifies us and makes us religious, like
Job.

It is very right for Aronsfeld to raise
such  a  question.   I  hope  in  any  new
version  of the  Machzor  his  piece  is
considered  for  inclusion  in  the  study
passages.  `It  is  not  our  duty  to  com-
plete  the  work',  the  rabbis  said,  `but
that does not mean we are free to desist
from it.' Thank you, Caesar, for stating
the difficult truth. That is Godly!  I

RABBI  LI0NEL  BLUE  !.s  o#e  o/ Br;.faj.#'s
best  known  broadcasters  on  religion.  He  is  a
former  Convenor  Of  the  Reform  Movement's
Belt Din (ecclesiastical court)  and minister for
the emergent  European communities.
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THE ROLLSIROVCE IIABBI

John S Levi

0N A WEEKDAY MORNING
in  November   1904,  a  small
group    of   Australians    sat

among the empty pews of the Rev A.
A.  Green's  synagogue  in  Hampstead
and listened to a trial sermon delivered
by a tall, dark and handsome student of
Jews'  College.  The  visitors  from  the
Melbourne seaside suburb of St Kilda
were  overwhelmed.  Within  weeks  a
contract  and  an  appointment  were
confirmed.   There   was   only   one
condition.  Danglowitz  was  asked  to
shorten  his surname  and abandon his
"odious Russian tag". The young man
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was delighted to comply.
Jacob Danglow was born in Wands-

worth   in   1880.   He   entered  Jews.
College as a teenager and was elected
president  of the  student  body  in  his
final year. He had been a talented stu-
dent   even   though   he   lacked   an
intensely Jewish childhood. He was in-
terested  in  science  and he  introduced
the manly sport of boxing into the ac-
tivities  of  the   College.   He  was   a
champion debater and he became cap-
tain of the ministerial cricket team.

Before  he  left  England  he  was
granted an audience by Chief Rabbi Dr

Hemann Adler, who solemnly asked
him to promise to follow strict ortho-
dox    practice.    To    the    Chief's
astonishment, the "model" student re-
fused to make any such pledge. Instead
he vaguely said that he "would try to
confom to the principles of traditional
Judaism."  The  Haham,  Dr  Moses
Gaster, grumpily told Danglow to take
his books with bin. The rabbi's task
was  to  study  while  "anybody"  could
do  the  communal  and pastoral  work.
Dr Friedlander, the gentle Principal of
Jews'  College,  told  him  to  keep  his
temper, to be nice to the Gentile clergy,
to  preach  every  week  and  make  his
marriage homilies as brief as possible.
Armed with this good advice, together
with a large collection offountain pens,
mezuzot, tzitzit and tefillin, the young
man  set  off for  a  land  in  which  he
expected to find kangaroos, gold min-
ers, open space and brilliant sunshine.

Jacob  Danglow  would  remain  the
Minister of the St Kilda Hebrew Con-
gregation for the next 53  years of his
life. Only the Rev David Woolf Marks
of   West   London    would   exceed
Danglow's  incumbency  with  more
than  60  years  in  the  same  pulpit.  By
dint of his personality, Danglow trams-
formed  a  small  suburban  synagogue
into  Australia's  most  influential  Jew-
ish  pulpit  and  quickly  became. the
respected voice of Australian Jewry.

Danglow  was  dubbed  the  "Rolls-
Royce Rabbi" by his fellow chaplains
in  the  First  World  War  and  "Anglo
Danglow" by his exasperated Austral-
ian   Jewish  critics.   He   served   as
chaplain  in  two  world  wars  and  at-
tained the rank of full Colonel. He was
awarded  the  OBE  and  CMG.  Chief
Rabbi Hertz grudgingly made him an
honorary "rabbi" after 30 years of good
behaviour  but,  by  that  time,  he  was
such  a  national  institution  that  he
hardly  needed  the  title.  He  was  the
rabbi of General Sir John Monash and
Governor  General   Sir  Isaac  Isaacs.
When  King  George  VI  died  in  1952,
the  Australian  press  automatically
turned to Danglow for his comment on
the royal bereavement and his tribute
was the only local eulogy to be printed
on the front page.

His long and eventful life provides a
fascinating insight into  Anglo-Jewish
history. At the end of 1927, in distant
Melbourne, the Rev Jacob Danglow of
the St Kilda Hebrew Congregation was
flattered  and  sulprised,  to  receive  an
offer conveyed by Ernest Halstead, on
behalf of "the  most influential  mem-
bers  of the  Committee  of the  West
London  Synagogue  of British  Jews"
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asking  whether  he  would  become  its
next senior minister.

Halstead explained "The West Lon-
don Synagogue is more liberal than the
United Synagogue and has introduced
a good many reforms into the service,
including more English and the use of
an organist. But it is far removed from
the  extreme  liberalism  of the  Liberal
Jewish Synagogue and, so far as I am
aware,  it  is  in  essentials  not  greatly
different from the orthodox. The mem-
bers have always been a good type and
the  ministers  have  held  a  very  re-
spected position in the community."

Danglow immediately replied to the
chairman of the  Synagogue's Council
Philip S. Wa]ey by cable, thanking him
and promising to "seriously consider"
the  offer if officially  approached.  He
then sought the advice of the Rev Israel
Brodie who was,  at the time, the only
other  Anglo-Jewish  minister  in  Mel-
bourne.  Brodie had no  doubts.  It was
"a wonderful offer and 95% of the min-

isters of Anglo-Jewry would give their
eye  teeth  for  it".   Brodie  continued
"Berkeley  Street  consists  of the  best

Jewish  families  of England  in  which
there  were  no  "nouveaux  riches".  In
the opinion of the future Chief Rabbi,
"Reform was not such a  serious term

and the minister had little to do in the
service except preach."

Danglow wavered and then declined
the invitation. He would certainly have
remembered  that  during  the  First
World War he had visited West Lon-
don  and  found  the   service  to  be
"ponderous and sepulchral". His Mel-

bourne  congregation  begged  him  to
remain in Australia. Nevertheless,  we
might  wonder what would have  hap-
pened if Berkeley Street had persisted.
Or what would have occurred had the
same ``wonderful offer" been made to
the  disgruntled  and  homesick  Israel
Brodie?  Would  "the  Jacobs  affair"
have shaken Anglo-Jewry if there had
been  a  different  cast  of characters  at
Wobum House?

Danglow certainly had style. Shortly
after the First World War he dined at
the  home  of the  greeting  cards  mag-
mate and Jewish communal leader,  Sir
Adolph Tuck.  In a letter home he  de-
scribed the scene to his wife. "After I
had  come  in  Lady  Tuck  said   `But
surely  you  are  not  a  minister?'  I  as-
sured her that I was and she continued
`But you do not look like one! ' I asked

her if I  was  to  take  that as  a  compli-
ment.  She replied `1 leave that to you.
The  colonies  seem  to  have  the  best
ministers for they appear so happy and
broad."
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Danglow  fervently  believed  in  the
Empire and in the institution of British
rule. The Crown spelled our the differ-
ence   between   the   barbarians   of
Germany  and  the  tyranny  of Russia.
He agonized over the confrontation in
Palestine  between  Britain  and  the
Yishuv and blindly supported Britain.
England could do no wrong and in this
delusion he was supported by Sir Isaac
Isaacs, the first Australian born Gover-
nor General and former Chief Justice
of the  Commonwealth  of Australia.
Jews'   College   had   not   prepared
Danglow for the grim realities of Jew-
ish  life  in  the  twentieth  century.  For
almost all his life he remained in that
strange  Imperial  time  waxy  in  which
loyal deference was paid to the institu-
tions of the Chief Rabbinate in London.

And yet Danglow's private letters to
his  colleagues  at home reveal  a mind
that was very much aware of the prob-
lems    inherent   in    orthodoxy.    In
mid-1920  he  wrote  to  his  friend,  the
newly  appointed  Dayan  Harris  Laza-
rus.

Anzac Day  1952.
Danglow accompanies the Very
Reverend Rabbi Israel Brodie upon
his return to Melbourne as Chiof
Rabbi.

"I cannot help feeling, after my long

residence in your country, that our reli-
gion needs a fresh presentation, though
not fundamentally, in the light of mod-
ern conditions.  I  strongly feel  that we
need a revised Shulchan Aruch which
shall  take  into  consideration  modem
needs." And in his own diary he wrote
"I am a Jew by descent, born into the

Jewish faith and race. When I say I am
born an Englishman, this fact imposes
upon me certain specific obligations. I
must  be  loyal.  I  must  become  profl-

cient  in  English  language  and  litera-
ture. I must understand and appreciate
English ideas and ideals  ...  What do I
mean when I declare I am a Jew? I can
never  alter  this  fact.  I  can  however
deny  any  special  responsibilities  and
obligations  ...  I  carefully  pemse  the
613  commandments.  I  find  most  of
these  do  not  concern my  life  today.
They deal with Palestine and with the
Temple  and  the  laws  of agricultural
life  and  with  conditions  that  do  not
apply to  my time  and  corintry.  What
about the  remainder?  Which  of these
can I accept conscientiously?"

These are the words and thoughts of
an honest man.  His  community obvi-
ously responded to his lack of cant and
his  common  sense  and  loyalty  to  the
institution  of  the  synagogue  would
eventually  overcome  many  of  his
doubts  and  questions.  Nevertheless,
Danglow  was  able to  make  liturgical
and practical compromises with some
dignity  and  by  doing  so,  I  have  no
doubt, that he delayed the birth of Pro-
gressive Judaism in Australia and New
Zealand by twenty or thirty years.

Danglow's  letters,  notebooks,  dia-
ries and memorabilia stretch back over
a period of sixty years and describe a
Jewish world which may still  exist in
England  but  has  vanished  elsewhere.
He  became  the  measure  by  which
every  other  Jewish  Minister  in  Aus-
tralia  and  New  Zealand  would  be
judged. He was irreplaceable and fol-
lowing    his    death    in    1962,    his
synagogue never recovered its role in
communal life. The simple message is
that rabies do matter and that the per-
sonal impact of a rabbi on the life of a
community should never be discounted
or dismissed.

Danglow  was  fond  of telling  the
story of the little boy in the Australian
outback  who  was  asked  in  school  to
write  a  brief essay  on  the  subject  of
"rabies  and  what  should  be  done  for

them".  The  boy  resolutely  answered
"Rabies  are  Jewish  ministers  and  I

wouldn't do a damn thing for them." A
rabbi  in  a  pulpit  is  vulnerable  and
alone.   But  his   community  trusted
Danglow  and  loved  him  even  when
they disagreed with him. He belonged
to a tradition of Anglo Jewish "minis-
ters" that, sadly, is no more I

RABBI JOHN S LEVI I.s /foe Senj.or Jiabbj. o/
the  Victorian  Union for  Progressive  Judaism
and Of Temple Beth Israel Melbourne. His book
"Rabbi Jacob Danglow - The Uncrowned Mon-

arep_ o£  Aiustraliari  Jews"    was  publis`hed  by
Melbourne University Press in  1995  (price $50
and available firom T.B.I.  Bookshop.  POB  128,
St  Kilda.  3182,  Australia).
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IN OJVLSI{ THEY IIAIVE ONLY HALF A SC,ROLL
Exodus 2000 is the organisation within the Reform Movement in Britain which fosters links with Jewish
communities in the Former Soviet Union. Exodus 2000 Administrator, Linda Kann, arranges twinning

schemes between congregations and organises a regular programme Of visits by rabbis and g_ther
leaders from the UK.  Rabbi Colin Eimer and his Southgate education colleague, Suec[nne Millstone-

Press, recendy visited Omsk. Rabbi Eimer kept a diary.

Wednesday
• Heathrow-Moscow.  Sergei  Gustev,
the  director  of the  World  Union  for
Progressive   Judaism   in   Moscow,
briefed us about the Omsk community
-  an  enthusiastic,  committed  congre-

gation  but  without  a  great  deal   of
Jewish knowledge.
• Got ticket for the Bolshoi from touts.
`Nutcracker' from the 5th row. Magic.

Thursday
• Moscow-Omsk. Omsk is as far from
Moscow as Moscow is from London.
The  temperature  is  -30°C  but  a  dry,
bearable cold, if well wrapped-up. Met
by Reuvim Epstein, leader of the Omsk

12

Colin Eimer
community and Ola and Elena, our two
interpreters,  both  on  interpreters'
course at Omsk University.

Friday
•  To  the   synagogue.   A   pleasant
wooden  building   from  pre-Soviet
times, in the middle of town. A large,
light meeting-cum-prayer hall, office,
storeroom,   toilets  and  three  class-
rooms.  A sign on the door states that
the  Omsk  Synagogue  was  built  with
the  aid  of the  `Joint',  the  American
Jewish   `relief'   agency.   A  ten-foot

Cfea##4kj.};aft   (candelabrum)   in   the
grounds.
• Reuvim had invited Bar/Bcrfm;.fzvafe
kids to meet us - but none turned up.
Would  I  take  my  kids  off school  to
meet  two  people  from  Omsk?  While
we  waited,  Reuvim told us  about the
Omsk  Jewish  community.  Jews  had
come here in the  1870s, escaping per-
secution in the  Pale  of Settlement.  In
Siberia, less government-control meant
Jews had a freer life, could own land.
By  1900, there were about  1000 Jews
and two synagogues (obviously!). Af-
ter  the  Revolution,  Jewish  life  went
`underground.,  older  Jews  keeping

things alive clandestinely. During So-
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viet times,  the building  was  used  for
office space, as a warehouse ...

In  1992, Jews claimed it back from
the local authority, proving ownership
from documents in the City archives. It
needed extensive  refurbishment,  little
work having been done on it for over
fifty  years.  Reuvim  was  the  power-
house behind the  revitalisation of the
community,  collecting  money,  from
non-Jews  also.  But  no  funding  came
from the State or municipality.

The building was badly damaged by
fire  in  1994.  The  police  said  it  was
arson but did little to find the culprits.
After the fire, the Joint also gave finan-
cial  support  -  "not  as  much  as  they
promised,"  said  Reuvim.  A  religion
school  and  Ulpan  opened  in  Septem-
ber  1995.

T.                        Offlcially there are about 6000 Jews
in  Omsk.  Reuvim  thinks  there  might
be  another  4000  or  so  who  are  not
registered   `Jewish'  on  their  internal
passport  but  who  have  some  Jewish
ancestry.

Most are over fifty years old. Few of
that generation were Omsk-born, their
families  having  escaped  eastwards
whentheNazisinvadedEuropeanRus-
sia.   The   Soviets   redeployed  heavy
industry there during the  Greaf P¢frj.-
ofj.c   Wra!r,  beyond  the  reach  of  the
Nazis. Post-war development has cen-
tred on petrochemicals.

Many  young  Jews,  born in  Omsk,
leave for Israel, Canada, Germany, the
USA. 0la, for example, is desperate to
get out of Omsk and will go to Israel
when she graduates. Not really out of
Zionist conviction, she explained, pre-
ferring  England  or  Germany  instead.
But, visiting family in Israel, she met a
guy and they became engaged.
• That afternoon  we  met a group  of
about 50 members.  Talked about An-
glo-Jewry  in  general  and  Southgate
Reform  in  particular.  Questions  fo-
cused  on  the  future  of  the  Jewish
community,  relationship  with  Israel,
intermarriage,  anti-semitism.   Institu-
tionalised   anti-semitism   at   school,
from teachers as well  as other pupils.
They were amazed when we told them
that an English school  would take ac-
tion   against  a   teacher  who   made
anti-semitic remarks. A lively and ani-
mated session.
• Met  Misha.  In  his  late  thirties,  he
provides  the  Jewish  knowledge  ele-
ment.   He  has  attended  seminars  in
Israel  and  Moscow  for  those  from
former  Soviet Jewish  communities  to
learn Judaism and Hebrew to go back
to their home communities and teach.
He'll probably go on cz/I.);aft (emigrate
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to Israel) -and it is not clear if there is
another  Misha-type  figure  in  Omsk.
Always a problem when the keen and
committed ones go on a/j.j;crfe, wanting
a  fuller  Jewish  life  and  so  depriving
the community of some of its best lead-
ership.
• About 50-60 people came for Erev
S:rfe¢bbaf service.  They use  a Russian-
Hebrew sz.ddor (prayer book) from the
Israeli Progressive movement. I intro-
duced some  zemj+of  (Shabbat  songs)
which  they  did  not  know  and  which
they applauded enthusiastically.

They  do  some  strange  things,  re-
maining  seated  for  the   Bc!rech#,  for
example.  Not  a  major faux  pas,  per-
haps but it was not clear if they knew
why they did not stand. More seriously,
they read some prayers as if they are
two separate ones, simply because they
start on one page and go over onto the
next. So they say `amen' at the bottom
of the page and then  `amen'  again at
the actual end of the prayer.

An old problem. Do I say anything
about  the  strange  way  they  do  some
things  or just  keep  quiet?  I  am  only
there for a few days, not long enough
to work with them on the `proper' way
to do things. What is the right balance
between  doing  the  outer  forms  `cor-
rectly'   and  their  evident  joy  and
conviction in doing things the way they
do?
• On the way back, talk to Ola. "They
seem a nice bunch," I say. She agrees.
She became involved about three years
ago, through a friend and likes it. "It is
very different from Komsomol (the old
Soviet youth organisation)," she says.
"In what way?" I ask. "It's the differ-

ence between Jews and Russians," she
says.  "Jews like to think.  They're  not
aggressive like Russians." I wondered
if it  might  be  something  to  do  with
minority  status,  or with  the  fact  that
Jews  have  seldom  simply  accepted
things as they are. "Yes, there might be
something in that," she says.

Shabbat
• Shabbat  moming  service.  Forty  or
fifty people, mostly in their fifties and
over. A more traditional service, using
a   Russian-Hebrew   version   of  the
Artscroll     s!.ddwr.    I    conducted   a
Reform-style  service  from  it -  don't
tell the editors!
• They do not have a full scroll -just
half of one -could not quite figure out
why just half - which  sits on a table
next  to  the  reading  desk.  They  are
building an Ark at the moment. So they
read from a Cfewmasfe, though the a/j.);of
kiss the half-scroll before the blessing.

Before reading, I did a  d'var fora!fe
(introductory sermon) on that section
in Mz.sfrparfz." about the slave refusing
freedom in the sabbatical year. Played
around with the theme of the difficulty
of coping  with  freedom.  Heads  nod-
ding in agreement showed that some of
them  got  the  implicit  message  -  or
were they simply asleep?
• After service, a sit-down Kz.ddusfe -
wonderful  vodka,  herring  and  that
great sourdough Russian bread. Heard
some  of the  stories  of the  `veterans..
An  eighty-six  year-old,  for  example,
had been an officer in the Red Army.
In  1937,  in one of Stalin's purges, he
had been sentenced to death and spent
a month on `death row'. A last-minute
reprieve.  Went  through  many  subse-
quent      hardships.       Seems       the
quintessential `Russian' story -or have
I  just  read  too  much  Dostoevsky,
Pastemak and Solzhenitsyn?

Another man,  Polish-born,  had  es-
caped from Warsaw Ghetto, coming to
Omsk,  in  1942  or  '43,  when  he  was
about sixteen.  He  sang some  Yiddish
songs, remembered from childhood -
a beautiful, haunting voice, the anguish
seemed to reach across fifty years. Oth-
ers had gone eastwards to China before
ending up  in Omsk after the  war.  So
many  lives  damaged,  disturbed,  up-
rooted by Hitler, Stalin or both.
• Talked with two divorcees, mid-late
thirties,  good-looking  women,  both
with  young  kids.  They  had  married
Russian  non-Jewish  men  but  now
wanted  to  find  Jewish  husbands.   I
asked them why they felt like that now
but  not,  presumably,  when  they  had
married.  "Oh,  but  I  did,"  said  one,.
There had been problems with his fam-
ily because  she  was Jewish,  different
attitudes and approaches. But now, be-
cause   of   their   contact   with   the
community, they said, they have a dif-
ferent  perception  of  their  Jewish
identity.  Maybe  we  should  set  up  an
lritemet-s hadchanut a.gency?
• On  the  way  back,  talked  with  Ola
about  the  forthcoming  elections.  She
fears the communists will  come back
to power and while not `communist' in
the  old  Soviet  sense,  still  communist
enough to cause anxiety. Worse still if
Zhirinovsky  or  other  right-wingers
came to power. Some of her friends at
university had said they might vote for
him.   She  found  this  surprising  and
alarming.

Later  on,  some  teenagers  came  to
rehearse  their  Pwrj.in  spiel  and  enter-
tainment.    In   dress,   manner   and

Continued on next page
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appearance,  like  a  Synagogue  youth
group anywhere.
• More came from fJaivda/crfe. I could
not  tell  if they  had  seen  it  before.  I
explained  some  of the  theology  and
in;.drosfe  behind  it.   Sixty  or  seventy
people  now,  we  stood in a big  circle
and made Ha!vda/aft. Sunset in Omsk -
a good atmosphere.
• Misha speaks quite good Jvrzt (He-
brew) and runs the Ulpan. Some fifteen
people come three times a week, three
hours each ti`me - imagine /Aczf in Eng-
land   ...   The  group  had  only  been
working for six weeks but already had
a  reasonable  level  of   Jvrj.f.  Another
more advanced group has been meet-
ing for the past seven months. Most of
the  Ulpan-hiks  are  preparing  for  cz/I.-
J,a,fe.

Elena, the other interpreter, is in that
advanced class. "Numbers keep dwin-
dling," she explained, "as people go on
a/I.}Jafe."  "Isn't  it  difficult,"  I  asked,
"when  one's  friends  keep  leaving  all

the time?" "It was," she Said. "Some of
my family are already in Israel and not
always having an easy time. Often the
things people think they'll be glad to
leave behind, turn out to be what they
miss the most - the food and even the
weather."

Sunday
• To the Religion School. The classes
are short of materials but not of enthu-
siasm.   Talked   about   Purim   with
different  groups,  Suzanne  did  some
calligraphy with the kids and met the
teachers.

From  a  group  of teenagers  many
questions, including the, by now usual,
ones  about  intermarriage.  Israel  and
anti-semitism  -  the  latter  an  almost
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They were anazed when we told them
that an Engtish school would take action

against a teacher who made anti-
serhitic remarks
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daily reality for many. The impulse to
go  on  cz/J.);cz%,  for  both  economic  and
security reasons, as well as ideology, is
very strong. In England, I said, people
mak? cz/!.j;aft primarily out of ideologi-
cal   commitment.   Explained   about
Reform Judaism in England and how jt
operates  -  religiously,   ideo]ogjcally
and organisationally.  A  lot of interest
in this and about the role of women, in
particular. The session went on for two
hours  -  could  have  gone  on  much
longer.
• That evening to dinner with one of
the families. He is in his eighties, born
in a  sfefe// in  Moldavia,  where his fa-
ther had been a taj]or. In 1941  they had
come  to  Omsk.  He  wanted to go  into
the  Red  Army  but  it  was  not  taking
Jews   from   the   Pale  of  Settlement.
Eventually  he  was  allowed  to  enlist
and  participated  jn  the  liberation  of
Berlin. He proudly showed us his cam-
paign medals.  Recently,  he needed an
operation  in  the  Veterans'   Hospital.
The  only  Jew  on  his  ward,  his  ward
mates  told  him  he  could  not possibly
have  fought in  the  war because Jews
always avoided the fighting.

A marvellous meal. Plenty of vodka
-but only for the men ... The commu-
nists  were  not all bad, he said.  Cheap
housing,  free  medicine,  education  -
stability.   And   at  least  his  pension
would  not  have  dwindled  to  nothing.
The change  in regime has been diffi-
cult, emotionally and economically, for
his generation to deal with. The worst
thing  about  the  slavery  in  Egypt  was
that people got used to it.
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Monday
• That evening to dinner at Reuvim's
- another gargantuan meal.  Their flf-
teen  year-old  son  was  in  Israel, .on
some     early-leavers     programme,
whereby teenagers make a/j.)/aft before
their parents. Another son was in aca-
demic   medicine   in   Novosibirsk.
Reuvim's dedication to the community
is amazing. Helives an hour's bus ride
away, without a car and seems to spend
his life there.

Born  in  1940  in  Byelorussia,  fifth
child of a family where his father was a
clerk, his mother a shop assistant. She
lit sfearbbar/ candles but that was virtu-
ally all the Jewish life he knew. After
the Nazi invasion they came to Omsk.

I asked him what makes a man like
him put so much into rebuilding a com-
munity with which he had virtually no
connection just  a  few  years  ago?  "A
good  question,"  he  admitted,  after  a
long pause. ``1 often ask it myself -but
cannot find an answer."

Talked politics - English  and Rus-
sian.    They    had    liked    Margaret
Thatcher, explained that Chechnya was
about oil,  #of territory,  had  no  confi-
dence in Yeltsin -"a drunken old fool"
and fear a resurgence of communism.
Theyrecognisedthatdealingwithfree-
dom is difficult, especially for Russians
who do not have much of a tradition of
liberty.

• On the way back, 0la told us about
her family. Her parents divorced when
she was in her teens and she had lived
with  her mother.  0la  had  nursed  her

mother through cancer until her death,
two  years  ago.   She  was  clearly  still
grieving but no support networks exist
-  no  cancer  support,  bereavement
counsemng or the like.

She was quite confused about being
Jewish.  Her mother had been Jewish,
her  father  not.  Only just  before  she
died had the mother told her she was
Jewish.  While  she  seemed  fairly con-
tent  with  her  relatively  new-found
Jewish  identity,  she  was  not too  sure
what  it  actually  meant  for her - cer-
tainly, not spiritually.

Tuesday
• Went  into  Misha's  advanced   /vrj./
class and talked to them about Jewish
life  in  England and Israel.  Misha had
asked me to do the Jiasfe Cfeodesfe (new
month) prayer and Hcz//e/ (Psalms 113-
118)  with  the  group.  Did  a  couple  of
Psalms  and  spoke  to  them,  in   /i/r;./,
aitoout Rosh Chodesh
• Flew back to Moscow.

Wednesday
• Before leaving, went to the Pushkin
Gallery.  Marvellous collection of Im-
pressionists - plundered by the Nazis
and then by the Soviets and only now
emerging from Kremlin cellars I

RABBI COLIN EIMER j.s cz grcld#ofe o//Ac
London   School  Of  Economics   and  the  Leo
Bc!eck College. A i;ormer Chair Of the Assembly
Of Rabbis Of RSGB, he is rabbi Of Southgate &
District Reform Synagogue and Director Of Vo-
cational  Studies  at  Leo  Baeck  College.
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A LITTLE
SHUL IN

Iunlur
`1 wanted a new

meeting place that
would embody the
spirits, souls and
prayers Of the old'

John Docherty

JAKOB ALTARAS HAS ACHIEVED
something  unique  in  Giessen,  a
university  town  to  the  north  of

Frankfurt in Gemany.
He and his wife, Thea, an architect,

have seen to fruition a plan that took
sixteen years to realise - the building
of a synagogue in the centre of town.
The  achievement  has  Come  to  pass
thanks to the persistence of Professor
and Mrs Altaras, the generosity of the
state  government  of  Hesse,  which
came up with most of the five million
Deutschmarks'   cost  and  of the  city
government of Giessen, which donated
the prime site.

In some ways the building is not so
new.  In fact, it is an old village syna-
gogue,  from  Wohra,  near the  city  of
Marburg. It has been lovingly restored.

Its    timber-frame    construction,
capped by a  splendid  new tiled roof,
proclaims  its  rustic  origins.  It  looks
quite unlike anything we might see in
this  country.  It  served  the  Jews  of
Wohra for 150 years and probably be-
cause   of  its   relative   remoteness,
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Prof Altaras and John Docherty at the Synagogue site, Spring I 995
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survived the  Krista]1nacht of Novem-
ber,   1938  when  most  other  German
synagogues were razed to the ground.
For many years it had been used as a
barn or storehouse.

After  a  good  deal  of  negotiation,
Professor  Altaras  arranged  for  the
Wohra  building  to  be  transported  to
Giessen.  German  soldiers  transported
the  stones  and  helped  in  the  early
stages of construction.

Late last summer came the official
opening.  Though  primarily  a  Jewish
celebration,itwasalsoanimpressively
ecumenical   occasion.  Henry  Brandt,
formerly  of  Sinai  Synagogue,  Leeds
and  now  Chief  Rabbi   for  Lower
Saxony, led the service, with Estrongo
Nachama, Oberkantor of Berlin, him-
self an Auschwitz survivor. There was
an  Imam  present,   representing  the
Muslims; a senior member of the Lu-
theran Church and Karl Lehmann, the
Catholic  Bishop  of  Mainz,  who  is
chairman of the German Bishops Con-
ference. The bishop brought,  as a gift
for the Jewish community,  a  copy of
Jewish poetry from Mainz in the Mid-
dle Ages.

But  why  use  the  stones  of an  old
synagogue?

"I  wanted,"  the  professor  said,  "a

new meeting place that would embody
the  spirits,  souls  and  prayers  of the
old."  And  Karl  Lehmann  affirmed,
"This synagogue has been constructed

on the  reality of the past but /or the
future.  It is  a  sign of hope and it is  a
challenge.  Your God is  our God,"  he
told the congregation, whose members
had  come  form  many  countries  and
included  concentration  camp  survi-
vors.

The synagogue has places for forty
men  and  for twenty  women  upstairs.
But  it  can  be  extended  to  include  a
much larger room and this was done at
the dedication. The small synagogue is
part of a complex of buildings, includ-
ing a community centre, kindergarten,
a library,  plus ten rooms for students
from  Israel  who  will  come  to  study
veterinary surgery in Giessen.  Not all
of these students will be Jewish.

It was with a real sense of pride that
Jakob Altaras showed me round what
was a half-finished building site a year
ago.  He  gestured  at  the  sloping  win-
dows   in  the   roof  of  the   student
accommodation.  "It  is  beautiful,  like
La   Boheme,"   he   enthused.   Jakob
Altaras is in his 79th year. He is Pro-
fessor Emeritus of Radiography at the
Giessen  University  Hospital.  Though
now retired,  he maintains an office at
the university, as is the custom in Ger-
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many. Born in Split, in the former Yu-
goslavia, he was a medical officer with
Tito's  partisans  during  the  war  and
later studied medicine in Zagreb,  Bo-
logna  and  Bari.  He  gained  scientific
renown through his work in the field of
lymphography and his improvement of
the  "double  contrast"  method  which
plays  an  important  role  in  the  early
diagnosis of colohic cancer.  He came
to Giessen in  1967.

Amid the welter of books, files and
X-ray pictures in his office I noticed an
illustrated scroll which proclaims that
a grove of 1000 trees has been planted
in the Theordor Herzl Forest, situated
between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. This
is to honour Professor Altaras "in ap-
preciation  of his  fruitful  and  blessed
activity"  in  saving  forty  Yugoslavian
Jewish children by arranging for them
to escape to Italy in 1943.

DrAltarastoldmethatafterbeingin
Giessen for a time he leaned that Jews
who   had   emigrated   to   Israel   or
America  and  who  remembered  Ger-
many,  wanted  their  children to  lean
Geman and get attached to that cul-
ture, despite the fact that the Germans
had produced the Shoah.

He went on, "I learned, too, that an
Israeli,  Dr Avraham  Bar  Menachem,
had  initiated  a  twinning  between  the
town of Netanya in Israel and Giessen.
This is one of the things that made me
think it is possible to live in Germany
as a Jew." His view today is even more
robust, "Jews can live anywhere, in my
opinion.  I  mean,  England,  Germany,
America,  for  example  and  they  have
been  in  Germany  for  thousands  of
years. When I came to Giessen for my
job interview, I wondered what the at-
titude of people here might be.  I told
the interviewing panel,  `Frankly, I am
a Jew.' And they said, `It doesn't mat-
ter.' So I stayed."

The  present  Jewish  community  in
Giessen  was  founded  in  1978,  when
there  were  fifty  members.  There  are
now 220, of whom  120 are of Russian
extraction,  part  of the  wave  of thou-
sands who have left Russia and come
into  Germany in the last ten years or
SO.

Despite  the  rebuilding  and  reloca-
tion of the synagogue, which he hopes
will  now be  "filled  with life",  Jakob
Altaras  cannot  rest  easily.  The  Rus-
sians    who    have   come   into   the
community present a serious problem.
"There  are  great  difficulties  with

them," he told me. "They live on social
assistance and do not speak German.
How  can  they  understand  German
problems  and  politics?  They  know

nothing of Jewish culture. They come
to  service  on  Friday  evenings  when
there  is  something  to  eat but  if they
came  to  the  much  longer  service  on
Saturday, they would fall asleep."

Professor Altaras is also afraid that
they may want to take over the com-
munitybecausetheybelievetheremay
be some financial advantage in doing
so.  There  is  also  uncertainty  about
whethersomeofthemareactuallyJew-
ish.

The  professor  acknowledges  that
teachers are needed to help the Russian
Jews awaken to their own culture. "But
why should Jews living comfortably in
London or New York come to a coun-
try where there is anti-semitism, where
there  have  to  be  police  guarding  the
synagogue during services and where
our  gravestones  are  desecrated?"  he
said.

Another  wonying  development  is
that  the  Russian  Jews  are  being  tar-
geted by Evangelical Christian groups
from the Lutheran tradition. It has oc-
curred  in  Giessen  and  in  Dillenburg.
Typically,  poor  children  are  invited
into Christian homes, given something
to eat and taught about Christianity.

"I admit that only a small percent-

age of people will  convert to another
faith,  since  normally  you  stay  with
what you are born with. But we cannot
afford  to  lose  even  a  small  percent-
age," Jakob Altaras told me.

The last time I saw him he was busy
trying to get all the Christian Chureh
leaders in the state of Hesse to speak
out against the practice of proselytis-
ing.  He  explained  that  one  of  the
difficu]ties here is that individual Lu-
theran  churches  have  a great  deal  of
autonomy.  A  friend  who  interpreted
for me in Giessen observed that Jakob
Altaras was afraid of losing his life's
work.  But a man of such life  experi~
ence,  struggle  and  achievement  will
not give up easily.

And   recent  problems   have   not
dampened his spirit. There is a twinkle
in the  eye.  When the  synagogue  was
complete he showed me, among other
rooms,  the  suite  connected  with  the
ritual bath. "We wanted to instal cen-
tral  heating  so  that  people  could  be
comfortable here but we also wondered
if it  might  be  against  the  rules.  The
way  I  looked  at  it  was,  if it  is  not
expressly forbidden then you can have
it, so we did," he said mischievously I

JOHN  DOCHERTY ;.s ch!.c/ reporfer a/ ftic
Hampshire  Chronicle,    W;.#cfaes/er.   He  pays
particular  tribute  to four  Germans  who-have
helped him in research -Jurgen Deibel, Juliane
Kemmer, Margot Britt and Norbert Schneider.
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the  wilderness'   (Exodus  Ch3:vl),  a
lone shepherd met with God. It was a
strange,  miraculous,  elusive  meeting
which he later transmuted into images
and words - he   saw  a burning bush
that was not consumed by the flames,
he heard a voice calling him out of the
midst  of the  bush,  the  voice  com-
manded  him  to  approach  and  urged
him to return to his people and liberate
them from slavery.

Themanfeltthecommandingpower
of his encounter with God but he di`d
not think he  could convey what hap-
pened, second-hand, to the slaves. And
in  the  absence  of the  experience,  he
was  sure  that  the  people  would  de-
mand concrete pieces  of information,
like  `who  sent you to  us?'  and  `what
name did the voice go by?'. So, in the
midst  of his  overwhelming  meeting
with God, the man attempted to extract
these details.  But as  soon  as  he tried
to  capture  the  experience,  he  could
grasp nothing more than an indistinct,
breathy,  non-consonantal  whisper-of-
a-sound:    `ekyefe  as%er  ekyefe '  (ibid:
14) . `Ekyefe ' had sent him? what would
that mean to the slaves?

`Ekye% ' - the breath of God dissi-

pated into the thin desert air and the
man  was  left  alone  with  his  experi-
ence. All he could do now was express
the encounter, imperfectly, in the form
of a  story.  He  would tell  a tale  of a
`buming bush'  arid a  `voice'  called `1

am'  and, `1 will be'  and hope that his
listeners  would  discern  the  ineffable
truth that lay behind it.

Speaking of God
The tale told in  Exodus,  chapter 3

hasapowerfulmessageforus.`Speak-

ing of God' is not possible - has never
been possible,  at any time and in any
place.   The  literary  critic,  Gabriel
Josipovici, points out (1988, p. 74) that

the phrase, ekyefe as%er ekye%...  is
as near as we can get in language
to  pure   breath,  non-articulation,
nondivision. In uttering, God both
defines  himself as  pure  potential
and repudiates the kind of defini-
tion Moses -and we -are looking
for.  But he  also  indicates  by his
palindromic utterance, with its re-
peated  `h'  and  `sh'  sounds,  that
his is the breath that lies beneath
all utterance and all action, a liv-
ing  breath  which  does  not move
forwardyetdoesnotremainstatic,
upholding  both  speech  and  the
world.
It is impossible to speak of God but

in every time and in every place, hu-
man  beings  have  done  just  that  -
speaking of God in the context of the
world they inhabited. Long ago, when
people  were  rooted in  one place  and
dally life was dominated by the cycle
of the  seasons and survival depended
entirely  on  fecundity,   God  was  a
woman, a mother, Cfeoch"a!%, the wis-
dom  underlying  all  existence.  Later,
when the Hebrew people were  strug-
Sling in the midst of others to establish
their own distinct identity in their own
land,  God  was  a  tribal  warrior  king,
YHVH,  leading  the  people  out  of
bondage, destroying both the enemies
of His people and the gods they wor-
shipped.  At  a  later  time  still,  when,
after successive conquests by their en-
emies,  the  Temple  in  Jerusalem  was
laid  waste  once  and  for  all  and  the
peopleoflsraelfacedslaveryorhome-
1essness,    God   was     Sfeecfez.#czfe,    a
Presence  which  went  into  exile  with
Her people and suffered with them.

Of course, it is not quite as simple as
this.  As  Judith Plaskow,  the feminist
theologian,   reminds  us   (1990,  pp.
161ff.), at no time has there been one
singleimageofGod.Thepoin'tis,how-
ever,thatGodisbothineffable,beyond

our grasp and also the etemal mirror,
reflecting the realities of every `today'
from time irrmemorial.

Speaking of God Today
So, what of our `today'?
Today is a day towards the end of a

century of genocides from the fields of
Arnhem  to  the  villages  of Rwanda.
And  in  the  midst  of a  century  of
bloodshed:   systematic  technology-
aided   slaughter,   the   triumph   of
de-humahised human intellect and will
over humanity and God, - the bridge
of death which  links  Auschwitz  and
Hiroshima.

Today is a day when scientific ad-
vances allow mimons to be annihilated
in a single moment and bestow the gift
ofextendedlifeandhealthformillions
of others.

Today  is  a  day  when  scientific
development has reached the realm of
the  unknown  -  and  perhaps,  the
unknowable. The revelation of certain
truths  about  the  Universe  has  disap-
peared into black holes and an endless
series of unanswered questions.

Today  is  a  day  when  I  can  be  in
London and Budapest and Bombay -
all in one day. I can encounter a host of
different  societies,  cultures,  religious
systems. Indeed, I don't actually have
to travel to do this.  I live in an urban
setting  inhabited  by  a  plethora  of
differing  communities  espousing  dif-
fering `truths' -Judaism, Christianity,
Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism,
to  name just  five  distinct  systems  of
belief alive in Britaln today, each one,
itself, an umbrella for a multiplicity of
expressions and meanings.

Today is a day when Consumerism
has become the  dominant religion  of
the  West  and  even  life  and  love  are
consumer items, when half the world
consumes incessently, insatiably, while
the other half of the world starves.

Today is a day when the world re-
mains divided between the rich and the
poor and yet the hierarchical divisions
which have characterised human soci-
eties for millenia are being challenged
and dismantled in response to the in-
sistent demands of the oppressed. The
rule of white over black, of man over
woman, of the State over the people, of
humanity ov.er the earth is giving way
to  equality,  self-determination  and  a
holistic approach to  existence on this
planet.

Today is a day when the individual
is  finding  her own  unique  voice  and
exploring his own dreams, when she is
resisting established communal defini-
tions  and  controls  in  order  to  forge



new connections and participate in cre-
ating open, pluralistic communities.

So,  how shall we speak of God to-
day?

Shall  we  speak  of Almighty  God,
the  redeeming  God  of justice  and
mercy,  after  the  Shoah  and  nuclear
devastation and in the face of continu-
ing genocide, oppression and poverty?

Shall  we  rediscover  God  in  the
reaches of the heavens and on the earth
we inhabit?

Shall  we  continue  to  lay  claim  to
singular truths  in the  context  of reli-
gious diversity?

Shall  we  perpetuate  a  hierarchical
notion of God as Lord and King reign-
ing  over  us,  even  when  His  human
counterparts  on  earth  have  ceased to
rule?

Shall we resist or embrace the spir-
itual  creativity  of  individuals  both
within  and  outside  religious  institu-
tions?

How shall we speak of God today?
And another,  related question -  who
shall do the speaking? The changes we
have  witnessed this  century  not  only
demand that the world religions speak
of God in new ways, they challenge all
those who have not had a voice -black
people,  women,  the  working  classes,
peasant peoples -  to  speak.  And  in-
deed, this is `what has been happening.
Paradoxically,  this  century  has  seen
both the most extreme manifestations
of male domination and the emergence
of women as a collectivity across the
globe, offering, through the new world
view of feminism, altemative ways of
living  and  of  experiencing  relation-
ships - between women and women,
between between women and men, be-
tween  men  and  men,  between  races,
peoples,  communities,  between  hu-
inanity  and  other  species,  between
humanity and God.

Jews Speaking of God Today
Speaking of God today means trans-

foming our religious languages both
to reflect the new realities in which we
live  and to  include  the  voices  of all
those who wish to speak.

Jewish  liturgy  relishes  in  oft-re-
peated  formulaic  phrases  such  as
Baruch Atah, Adonai Eloheirm, Melech
%cr 'OJa" - `Blessed are You, Lord our
God, King of the Uriverse'. These six
words are an integral, regular feature
of both dally services and the prayer of
the individual. Most Jews know them
by heart but do they stop to examine
what  they  mean?  As  it  happens,  the
word which is translated  as  `Lord'  -
.4do#¢j. - is a substitute for the name of

God -  YHVH which may not be ut-
tered. YHVH - the consonants which
convey God's  being and are present,
in  a  verbal  fom,  in  the breath-of-a-
word,   Ekyefe.  But  when  the  Sages
fashioned this fomula for the recita-
tion  of blessings  two  thousand years
ago,  they  did  so  in  the  spirit  of the
biblical  tradition  in  which .God  was
Ado#,  Lord  and   A4leJecfe,  King.  And
they  went  further.  As  the  people  of
Israel were driven into exile and scat-
tered  across  many  lands,  the  Sages
extended the realm of God's rule be-
yond  one  land  and  one  people  to
encompass the whole world. Indeed, in
the A/ej.#c! prayer originally composed
for inclusion  in the  liturgy  for  Jias%
jJals¢ar#afe,  the New  Year,  the  Sages
spelt out the dimensions of the phrase
„e/ecfe  fea'  OJc!",  `King  of the  Uni-
verse'. In this text, included in all three
daily  services  to  this  day,   God  is
s,poken  Of  as   Melech  Malechei  ha-
A4e/acfej.",  `the King  above the  King
of Kings'  `whose glory dwells in the
heavens above and the presence of His
power irito furthest space'.

Today, faithful Jews and those with
little  faith  continrie  to  recite  God's
qualities as Lord and King of the Uni-
verse.  Somehow,  these  images  have
survived conquests  and enslavements
and exiles and pogroms for centuries -
andeventheSfeo¢fe.Butformanyother
Jews,  God's omnipotence was finally
annihilated along with the six million,
eclipsed by  a great?r power and it is
not possible to pretend otherwise. The
God who redeemed His people out of
Egypt did not save them from the pits
and the gas chambers. There have been
many Jewish theological responses to
the Sfeoafe. Of these, only the approach
ofEliezerBerkovitsseriouslyattempts,
in my view, to preserve the image of
God's  enduring  omnipotence.  For
Berkovits  (1973, pp.  101ff.),  because
God is erect apa)Jj.in,  `1ong suffering'
towards evildoers, giving them an op-
portunity to repent, it is inevitable that
while God waits patiently for the re-
turn of the wicked, the righteous will
suffer. At the other extreme, there are
those,  like  Richard  Rubinstein,  for
whom, God `died' in the death camps
(1966).  While  Martin  Buber,  true  to
the  spirit of the relationship between
the `1' and the `Etemal Thou', suggests
simply that God was `silent' (1953).

Whatever  theory  one  adopts  and
there are many, many more, it is hard
to  escape  the  feeling,  that  Almighty
•God was over-shadowed by the smok-

ing  chimneys  of the  crematoria  and
some  might  say  that  God  has  been

diminished ever since. AEd }ret, num-
berless Jews continue to find God after
the   S7}carfe   -  both  in  their  own  life
experiencesandintheT+-onderofexist-
ence.   Abraham  Joshua  Heschel's
ecstatic declaration of `radical amaze-
ment' (1980, pp. 46-7) in the presenc;
of  Creation  resonates  deeply  with
many.  For  many  peopleg  the  natural
world provokes a response of deep as-
tonishment. And if anything, scientific
discoveries in the past fifty years have
only  served  to  heighten  a  profound
sense of awe.

However, while radical amazement
helpstorestorethenofonofGod'stran-
scendence, it has been the confrontation
with God's apparent powerlessness and
inaction  during  the  Sfaoc7fr  which  has
enabled  Jews  to  begin  to   find   new
ways of meeting God. If God is not All
Powerful and if human beings have a
seemingly   limitless   capacity   to
dominate  and destroy, then it is  our
responsibility to  commit our energies
to the task of creating relationships of
mutual  respect  and  equality between
people  and  peoples.  The  Sages  be-
1ieved that each person is born with an
inclination for good -);ezer foi; - and
an inclination for evil -);ezer rcz -it is
up to each individual to act to ensure
that the good predominates. Paradoxi-
cally,  the  God  who  seemed  to  be
`absent' because He did not deliver us

with  `a  mighty  hand  and  an  out-
stretched  arm',  becomes  an  abiding
presence with us and within us when
we  acknowledge  that  we  are  God's
hands. God is the good we do. God is
the  strength  and  endurance  we  can
muster.  God is the  source  of our life,
the  foundation  of our  being.  In  this
context,  traditional  liturgical  expres-
sions  like,   rzctr  yj.sr¢e/,   `Rock  of
Israel',  Ez./z  C7!cr}ryz.j72,  `Tree  of Life',
Elohim  Chai,  CLiving  God'.   Oseh
Shalom,`Makerofpea.ce.,AvHaRach-
amJ.in  `Source  of  Mercies',    yosez.d
j4re}z,  `the One who makes the Earth
firm',  all  serve  to  convey  a  sense  of
God  as    Sfeecfez.7!czfe,   `the   One   who
Dwells' with us.

New Jewish liturgy draws on these
images and has also used classical bib-
1ical   and  rabbinic   expressions  to
fashion new names for God, like A4lefor
j7aBera!chczfe,   `Fountain  of  Blessing'
and   Ez.#  fJacfecz}ryz.in,   `Wellspring  of
Life'.  However,  new Jewish ways  of
speaking  of God  are  not  simply  re-
sponses  to  the  dethronement  of God
during  the   Sfeo¢fe,  they  are  also  at-
tempts  to  express  the  values  which
have come to the fore in recent global
socio-political, economic and eco]ogi-



cal changes. Some of these values, like
peace,  justice  and  compassion,  have
deep roots in biblical tradition. Others,
like  equality,  democracy  and  plural-
ism,  have  evolved  over the  past two
hundred  years,  gathering  pace  in  the
last  few  decades.  As  Judith  Plaskow
argues (1990, p.126): `Religious sym-
bols do .not simply tell us about God,
they are not simply models of a com-
munity's  sense  of  ultimate  reality.
They also shape the world in which we
live, functioning as models for human
behaviour and the  social  order'.  In a
world  in  which  equality,  democracy
and pluralism become the order of the
day,  the  images  of God as  Lord  and
King are clearly no longer appropriate.
In  their  place  we  find  new  images,
which   `picture  divine  power  not  as
something  above  and  over  us  but  in
and around' (p.  140).

The  American  feminist  liturgist,
Marcia Falk, not only incorporates the
non-hierarchical image of God as Ez.#
f7acfea)ryz.or, `Wellspring of Life', into
her blessings but the formulations she
has  developed  completely  transfom
both the image  of God conveyed and
the way in which the relationship be-
tween  God  and people,  God  and the
world is expressed. In place of the pas-
sive word, Bcrroch, `Blessed', she says
Ivevorez.ch,  `let  us  bless'  and  so  em-
powers  those  invoking .the  blessing,
including everyone, male and female
in  this  gender-neutral  term.  In  addi-
tion,  as  we  see  in  her version  of the
blessing for wine on festivals, the text
continues in a way which extends the
blessing  beyond  a  ritual  transforma-
tion     of    a     moment,     into     an
acknowledgement of both God's con-
tinuing  creativity  and  the  active,
creative part played by us, in making
the traditions we have inherited live in
our lives (1994, p. 68) -
.   Ngvareich et-Bin hachayyim matz-
mi.chat  pert  hagofen,  venishzor  et
sarigei chayyeim bemasorct ha' am.

Let us bless the Wellspring of Life
that  nurtures  finit  on the  vine  as  we
weave the branches  of our lives  into
the tradition.

Marcia  Falk's  blessing  acknow-
ledges  both  the  egalitarian  values
implicit  in  new  forms  of community
and the rich texture of diversity which
they  encompass.  As   `we  bless'   `the
Wellspring  of Life',  each  individual   .
participates in weaving his or her life
into  the  communal  experience.  And
thissimpleblessingaccomp]isheseven
more than this,  it conveys  a  sense of
ultimate wholeness, of the oneness of
existence, which God, `the Wellspring

of Life'  represents. And further - the
non-anthropomorphic metaphor is not
accidental. Marcia Falk explalns (1989,
p.132) -

[A]s long as we image divinity as a
person,whetherfemaleormale,we
tend to  forget that human  beings
are not the sole, not even the `pri-
mary' life-bearing creatures on the
planet.  We  allow  our intelligence
and our unique linguistic capabili-
tiestodeceiveusintobelievingthat
we  are  `godlier'  than  the  rest  of
creation.  And  in  so  doing,  we
neglect the  real  responsibility at-
tendant  upon  the  gift  of human
consciousness  -  to  care  for  the
earth in  ways that respect all hu-
man and non-human life upon it.
So we have in one simple blessing

an  evocation  of equality,  inclusivity,
diversity, wholeness.

The pursuit of wholeness embraces
the whole earth.  The kabbalistic con-
cept  of   f;.4k##  a/am,   `repair  of the
world',  calls  each Jew to  the task  of
uhitingthesparksofdiviritywhichare
embedded in every element of God's
Creation.  As  Marcia Falk's  liturgical
work demonstrates, `images of God as
fountaln,source,well-springorground
of being, remind us that God loves and
befriends  us  as  the  One  who  brings
forth all being and sustains  all exist-
ence'  (Plaskow,   1990,  p.   165).  The
images of God as lover and ffiend are
powerful  ones  provoking  us  to  read
Shir Hasfeirim. `The Song o£ Songs' ,
once  again,  in  metaphorical  terms.
While clearly a text about human love
as  modern  scholars  have  claimed  -
indeed, as Rabbi Sybil Sheridan dem-
onstrates,  probably  the  work  of a
woman in love (1994) -the insistence
of Rabbi  Akiva,  the  second  century
sage, that the book describes the love
of God and  God's  people,  strikes  an
even  more  compelling  contemporary
note.  As  Judith  Plaskow  argues  (p.
1 64) -

The images of God as lover, friend,
companion, co-creator - are more
appropriate metaphors for the God
of the covenant than traditional im-
ages  of Lord and King.  Defining
God's power not as domination but
as empowerment, they evoke a God
who is with us instead of over us, a
partner in  dialogue who  ever and
again  summons  us  to  responsible
action.
`Responsible  action'  -  there's  the

rub. What good are all these fine new
or  reclaimed  images  and  names  for
God if they remain words on the page
and  do  not inspire us to  act?  If  new

religious  language  expresses  a   new
sense  of our  covenantal  relationship
with God, then we must be active part-
ners with God in `renewing the work
of Creation day by day'  (daily mom-
ing  prayer).  If inclusive,  egalitarian
liturgyhasemergedlargelyinresponse
to the emergence of equality, democ-
racy  and  pluralism,  then  those  who
pray must also   work  to  ensure  that
these new concepts and values become
living  realities  throughout the  world.
But how? The key to answering this
question lies in the creation of partici-
patory  communities  which  live  the
values they speak. But the generation
of new foms  of community presup-
poses  the  emergence  of individuals
committed to the task of Zz.Afaff;€ oJam,
`repalr  of the  world',  which  itself
assumes that individuals have the op-
portuhity to realise their full  spiritual
and human potential.  Given that half
the world's individuals seem to spend
all their free time spending money and
consuming  and  the  other  half  are
totallypreoccupiedwithkeepingthem-
selves alive, there does not seem much
hope that more than a handful of indi-
viduals  will  have  the  space  or  the
inclination to realise themselves.

But even people caught on a tread-
mill  find  that  its  endless  course  is
halted by  a breakdown from time  to
time. It is in the crises which interrupt
our lives - death, illness, divorce, loss
of home  or work  -  that  individuals
through their pain, anguish and dislo-
cation, often discover, however slowly
and fitfully, opportunities for personal
growth  and  spiritual  renewal  and for
making new connections with others. I
know this has been true for me  and,
working  as  a  congregational  rabbi,  I
have  seen  other people walk through
`the  valley  of the  shadow  of death'

¢salm 23) and emerge into new life.
This is not to say that shock and disori-
entation  and  grief are  necessary  for
spiritual  growth.  But  it  is  when  our
livesbreakapartthatweareoftenmost
likely  to  crash  into  the  rock  of our
existence  and discover the values we
hold most  dear.   Personal  crisis  is  a
spiritual opportunity.

Speaking of God today - a closing
tale and a conclusion

Another wildemess tale. Long, long
ago  -  long  before  Moses  heard  the
breath of God whispering in the wil-
demess, a female servant from Egypt
who  lived with her Hebrew mistress
and master in the land of Canaan, fled
into the wildemess in a state of utter
despair  and  met  with  God.  Because



this story is not well-known, let us now
listen to the handmaid's tale (Genesis
16:  I-13) -

My  life  as  a  servant  was  un-
eventful  but  as  each  year  passed
and my mistress failed to conceive,
the  atmosphere  grew increasingly
tense.  Eventually,  after  ten  long
years, she suggested to her husband
that he should cohabit with me so
that  she  might  obtain  a  child
through me. Needless to say, I was
not consulted. So, my master came
in to me and I conceived. But the
tension got worse. I cc;uld not help
feeling that I wanted my child and
to tell you the truth, I looked down
on my mistress a little. She became
very   envious   and  treated  me
harshly. When I could not bear it
any  more,  I  fled  into  the  wilder-
ness. But then, I found myself by a
fountain and when I thought I was
completely alone,  a messenger of
God found me there and spoke to
me. The messenger insisted that I
rettlm and submit to my mistress's
harsh  treatment.  In return for my
acquiescence,mydescendantswould
`multiply' and the child I was bear-

ing  would  be  called    `yz.s%"czeJ',
`God will hear', because God had

heard my affliction. My son would
become  a  `wild  man'.  He  would
not  submit  to  anyone's  hand,  he
would fight back and dwell among
his people.  It was hard for me to
hear the message, to accept the bur-
den with the blessing. But I heard
that God was with me and in that
moment  I  called  aloud,    `4fcz%  E/
ro 'z. ', `You, God, see me' and knew
that I was speaking God's name.
There are many familiar elements to

this tale of domestic rivalry and abuse
and  some very remarkable  ones.  Not
only did the Egyptian servant-woman
experience  God  in  the  wilderness,
communing  with  her in  her  distress,
giving her hope for the future but the
power of the encounter impelled her to
name  it,  to  name  God,    j4}cr%  E/ ro'z.
`You,  God,  see me'.  As Jane Litman

points out. (p. 78) -
Hagar  is  the  only  person  in  the
Hebrew Bible to name God.
Like  Moses  centuries  later,  Hagar

found  herself in  the  wildemess  and
met  God.  But  unlike  Moses,  the
changeling-Prince turned fugitive, who
had been saved from the plight of his
fellow Hebrews as a baby, Hagar knew
what it was to be subjected to the will
of another,  she  had tasted bitterness
and despair.  Moses was  quietly tend-
ing his father-in-law's flock when he

led them astray into the wildemess but
Hagar  fled  into  the  wildemess,  wild
with desperation. When she met God
andGodrecognisedherpainandspoke
to her hopes and her fears, she did not
have to  ask for  God's  name,  she  ut-
tered the  name which her experience
evoked in her -`You, God, see me'.

In many ways,  Hagar's  experience
prefigured  that  of the  Hebrews  in
Egypt - in reverse:  she,  an Egyptian
servant in Canaan,  fled from her He-
brew mistress. But unlike the Hebrews,
who  were  ambivalent  about  leaving
their house of bondage and had to be
`driven  out'   (Exodus   12:39)  by  the

Egyptians  into  a  barren  wilderness,
Hagar,  emboldened  by  the  new  life
growing within her, propelled herself
out of servitude and so found the wa-
ters of renewal she needed.

But, tragically, ironically, having led
herself out of bondage, she also had to
make the hard decision to go back for
the sake of her child and the future of
their  people.  Hagar's  liberation  is
short-lived.

Hagar is not one of the Bible's eel-
ebrated heroes. An alien,  a servant,  a
lone  woman  -  other,  dependent,  ut-
terly marginal. Yet out of her distress,
she heard God's voice and she found
the  words  to  express  her experience.
And so she becoines a model for each
and every one of us - particularly for
all those who have not had the courage
to speak yet or whose voices have not
been heard. Hagar's tale is a source of
inspiration,  reminding us not only that
the powerless have the power within
them to  name God but also that each
individual has that possibility. The task
of speaking of God is not the responsi-
bility of the religious institutions alone.
This message is particularly pertinent
today when the `autonomy' of the in-
dividual  has become  one  of the  core
values  in  many  societies.  Of course,
acknowledging  the potential  of indi-
viduals to evoke God in their lives is a
risky  business,  threatening  religious
hegemony. On the other hand, without
the  living  religious  experiences  of
individuals,thedangeristhatthespirit
of the religious institutions will wither
and die.  .

When Moses met God in the wilder-
ness, God eluded his grasp but he did
not miss the message of the encounter:
Although he felt terrified and unequal
to the task, he had to return to Egypt
and  lead  the  slaves  out  of bondage.
The purpose of speaking of God is not
to  delude ourselves into thinking that
we can finally capture the essence of
God with our limited human language.

The purpose of speaking of God is to
acknowledge that God is and will con-
tinue to be, in and around us, speaking
to us, with us and through our lives -
and urging us to act.
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JERUSALEM
THE TRAVELLERS' TALES
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`JERUSALEM'

by F E Peters
Princeton University Press, USA

1995  1st papefoack printing
£16.99 pp xiv & 656

IREMEMBER VIVIDLY, IN THE
late  1970s,  hearing  Rabbi  Lionel
Blue  taking  part  in  a  broadcast

debate about peace in the Middle East
and  related  issues.  When  Jerusalem
eventually came up, as it always does,
I recall Rabbi Blue being asked what
compromises he thought Israel should
make  for  the  sake  of peace.  To  my
absolute  amazement  and  unbridled
fury, he answered that any compromise
was  worth  making  in  the  cause  of
peace,  even giving back  the  Wailing
Wall to Jordan.

I  had not long returned from a  so-
journ  at  the  Hebrew  University  and
had  fallen  passionately  in  love  with
Jerusalem while I was there, exploring
the city extensively on foot. I was an-
gered beyond words that anyone could
voice such a sentiment. Jerusalem was
OUR city. Jerusalem was unique. Jeru-
salem would only be looked after and
properly  appreciated  by  the  Israelis.
Let the others make compromises for
peace, why should we?

Twenty  years  on,  my  views  have
reached, I hope, a greater level of rna-
turity.  I  now feel  ashamed that  I  did
not appreciate properly at the time the
sense  and wisdom with which Lionel
Blue had spoken. In mitigation, I sup-
pose   I   would   say   that   I   was   an
infatuated lover at  this  stage  and  the
rose-tinted stones of the Old City and
everything  they  contained  had  con-
sumed  me,  to  the  point  of obsession
where no lover is interested in reason.

Professor F.E. Peters' book, Jerwsa-
lem,  The  Holy  City  in  the  Eyes  Of
Chroniclers,  Visitors,  Pilgrims  and
Prophets from the Days Of Abraham to
theBeginningofModernTimes,"zlkes
it eloquently clear that my emotion has
been held by countless visitors to the
city for centuries, even millennia. With
meticulous scholarship aided by copi-
ous notes, he charts visits to Jerusalem
in its various incarnations from Bible
times to the 19th century C.E., giving a
snapshot of the city and its inhabitants
at  every  stage  of its  history between
these dates.

Je"sa/e" is an excellent reference
work but it is also eminently readable
for  anyone  whose  relationship  to  the
Holy City is more emotional than scho-
lastic. What makes it such a gem is the
original material  collected by Profes-
sor  Peters   from  the   Hebrew  and
Christian  bibles,  rabbinic  literature,
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Josephus,  the  Church  Fathers,  early
Muslims,  Christian  pilgrims,  Crusad-
ers,  the   15th  century  historian  Mujir
al-Din  and  his  Christian  counterpart
Arnold  von  Harff,  the   17th  century
vicar   Henry   Maundre]l    and   the
Franciscan  Eugene  Roger,  the  French
historian  Chateaubriand  and the  Eng-
lish traveller Robert Curzon.

Space prevents the reproduction of a
broad cross-section of this material, so
a random sample will have to suffice.

The  Abbot  Daniel,  who  was  in the
city  in   1106,  shortly  after  it  was  so
bloodily  captured  by  the  Crusaders,
describes a visit by Prince Baldwin to
the Holy Sepulchre. It is hard tojuxta-
pose  the  emotions  that  Daniel  details
with the utter inhumanity exhibited by
the troops under Baldwin.s command.

...People  were  everywhere  and  all
they could cry was  "Lord, have mercy
on  us"  and  the  cry  was  so  pcrverful
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that the whole building shook with it.
Thefaithfulwepttorrentsoftears,even
someone with  a heart Of stone would
have wept. Hearts were scrutinised and
sins  recalled  ...  So  the  crowd  stood
there  weeping  and  contrite,  even
Prince  Baldwin  had  a  contrite  and
lwible countenance. Torrents Of tears
rolled from his eyes and his courtiers,
who  surrounded  him,  stood  in  great
recollection near the main altar before
the Tomb.(p.265).

Ovadjah of Bertinoro,  the  Mishnah
commentator who visited Jerusalem in
1487,  wrote  the  following  about  his
encounters with the locals -

Among the Jewish population there
are many aged, forsaken widows firom
Germar[y,  Spain  and  Portugal  and
other countries, so that there are seven
women to one man ... The Jews are not
persecuted by the Arabs.  I have trav-
elled through the country and none Of

The eclectic Ottoman f;ountain
facing the Gate Of the Chain Of
the Haram

them has  put  an  obstacle in my way.
They are not very kind to strangers but
if they see many Jews together they are
not annoyed by it.

In  my  opinion,  an  intelligent  man
versed in political science might easily
raise himself to be chiof Of the Jews as
well  as  of the  Arabs, fior  among  the
inhabitants  there  is  not  a  wise  or  a
sensible man who knows how to deal
affiably with his fiellow  men -  all are
ignorant  misanthropes  intent only  on
g¢,.„ ...  (p.475).

In  1716,  a  Polish immigrant  called
Gedaliah came to Jerusalem and he has
bequeathed  to  us  the  most  complete
description of the site of the Western
Wall during this period -

The Western Wall that remains from
the Temple is very long and high. For
most Of its height it is very ancient and

Continued on next page
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Left: Church Of the Holy Sepulcher by
Von Breydenback - 1483
Right: The Western Wall today

the stones are very large. Some stones
are five or six cubits wide and the same
is  true  Of their  height.  But  I  do  not
know how thick they are. If I could see
them at the end Of the Wall I could tell
but a courtyard has been built actually
against one end Of the Wall and at the
other stands the house Of an lshmaelite
judge  ...  When we  go  to  the  Wall  to
pray,  we  are  actually  standing  "be-
hind our wall"  [Cant.2:9), close by it.
On the eve Of the New Moon and on the
9th of.Ab and other fasts, [the Jews] go
there  to  pray  and though the women
weep  bitterly,  no  one  objects.  Even
though the Ishmaelite judge lives close
by and hears the weeping, he does not
object or rebuke them at all. Occasion-
ally a young Arab comes to annoy the
Jews  but  they  give  him  a  small  coin
and   he   goes   off.   If  a   dignified
lshmaelite or Arab witnesses such im-
pudence,  he  severely  reprimands  the
child.(p.528D.

Professor  Peters'  book  was  origi-
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nally  published  by Princeton  Univer-
sity Press in 1985 and one is prompted
to wonder why they have waited eleven
years to issue a paperback version. The
most obvious answer would seem to be
that they found the commercial oppor-
tunities afforded by the Jerusalem 3000
anniversary  impossible  to  resist  and
who can blame them? The book has 38
pages of illustrations and represents an
attractive purchase in every way. Even
if  one  felt  qualms  about  Jerusalem
3000  and  its  precise  motives,  no  one
who  is  seriously  interested  in  Jewish
history would be other than delighted
to see this excellent text in a more af-
fordable  version  than  its  hardback
original .

The  more  one  reads,  the  more  the
significance of Jerusalem is reinforced,
on a religious level, on a cultural level,
on  an  experiential  level  and  on a hu-
man level.  It is impossible also not to
be  depressed  by  the  way  this  unique
city  has,  throughout  its  long  history,

been  a  source  of conflict,  hatred  and
the most vile bloodshed and inhuman-
ity.  In  the  twenty  years  since  Lionel
Blue's words first angered me,  I have
appreciated more and more the capac-
ity of Jerusalem to evoke  negative as
well as positive emotions and we have
all  witnessed  the  way  the  holy  city's
streets have been polluted by innocent
blood shed by suicide bombers.  In the
closing years of the 2nd Christian mil-
lennium,   if  Jerusalem  is  to  be  the
symbol  that  is  should  always  have
been, it must bring disparate religions
and  peoples  together in  amity,  for it
only truly  deserves  its  over-used  epi-
thet  if  it  can  inspire  long  overdue
reconciliation and peace I

RABBI DR CIIARLES H MIDDLEBURGH
teaches  Bible  and  Rabbinic  Practice  at  Leo
Baeck College. For more than a decade he has
been rabbi Of Harrow & Wembley Progressive
Synagogue.
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EIGHTEEN NINETY SIX SAW
the publication of the very first
"Jewish Year Book" which was
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NI ARE A
PEOPLE OF W.II0M

ANIONE
COULD BE PROUD'

Jonathan Romain

Publishers Valleutine Mitchell have just
prodrced a facsirhile edition Of the 1896

Jewish Year Book. 77!e SOD-page vo/wine z.s cz

fascinating way Of marking the centenary Of
one Of Anglo-Jewry 's most important

publications. MAINNA asked Rabbi Dr
Jonathan Romaln, author Of An:gho-Iowry in

ENidenc,e, to dip into this `f irst edition'.

edited  by  the  Anglo-Jewish  scholar
Joseph Jacobs. At the time it was by no
means  clear  that  it  would  continue
annually for the next hundred years. A
similar  attempt  -  entitled    `A  /ew.sfe
D!.rectory ' -had been made in 1874 by
Asher Myers but did not see  a single
sequel.

What was  so  compelling about the
/ew.sA year Boofr that it was immedi-
ately recognised as "a Jewish version
of Whitaker's Almanac" and has now
reached its century?

The best explanation is that it con-
tained  "something  for  everyone".  In
the  absence  of CD  Ron,  the  Anglo-
Jewish  Diary  or  the  Encyclopaedia
Judaica and its predecessors, it was an
indispensable source of reference.

Did you want to know when Pesach
fell? Then turn to "Jewish Calendar for
the Year". What about a special date in
the life of your family? Move on to the
"Jahrzeit  and  Barmitzvah  Tables".

What  was  the  Jewish  population?
Please refer to the "General Jewish Sta-
tistics".   Which  charity  dealt  with
Jewish  widows?  See  "Communal  In-
stitutions", complete with address and
names of officers.

It was not merely a useful book but
was also part of an overt propaganda
campaign.  The  Jewish  community
stood  at  a  crossroads  in  terms  of its
identity,  both in  its  own  eyes  and  in
those of the wider society.

It  was  the  age  of the  Rothschilds,
Goldsmids  and  Montefiores  -  Jews
who were prominent in the life of the
country  and  highly  respected.  But  it
was also the age of the influx of East
European Jews, who were either ultra-
Orthodox or staunchly socialist and in
both  cases  appeared  alarming  to  the
host population.

There was talk about an "alien inva-
sion" and accusations that the lifestyle
of the Jews was inimical to the inter-
ests of Britain - they took jobs away
from the  indigenous  population,  they
engaged in sweated labour, they con-
tained  a  high  criminal  element  and
their sexual practices were shocking.

Anti-alien  feeling  was  stirred  up
both in the popular press and by some
Members  of Parliament,  resulting  in
widespread  demands  for immigration
controls. A Royal Commission on lm-
migration was established, which was
to  culminate  in the  1905  Aliens  Act.
This  severely tightened  entry  regula-
tions,  although  maintaining  the  right
of asylum from persecution. One hun-
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dred years later, even this latter right is
under threat.

Established  Jewry  felt  ambivalent.
Their hard-won political emancipation
and  social  acceptance  was  now being
threatened.  Many  were  happy  to  en-
courage  the  immigrants  to  remain  on
board   the   ships   and   continue   to
America.  Chief  Rabbi  Nathan  Adler
even wrote to East European rabbis to
ask them to stem the tide.

"There  are  many  who  believe  that

all the cobblestones of London are pre-
cious  stones  and  that  it  is  a  place  of
gold.  Woe  and  alas,  it  is  not  so  ...  I
implore  every  rabbi  to  publicise  the
evil  which  is  befalling  our  brethren
who have come here and to warn them
not to come to the land of Britain, for
such ascent is descent."

Yet the influx continued. Jacobs and
others felt the need to adopt a two-fold
strategy.  Firstly, to encourage the im-
migrants to become anglicised, so as to
avoid provoking the anti-semjtism that
was common in Europe but largely ab-
sent from Britain.

As he spelt out in his essay accom-
panying the Year Book, with the help
of the established Jews the new arriv-
als  could assimilate  "with marvellous
rapidity  to  English  habits  and  ideas
producing, in the second generation at
least,  a  people  with  whom  any  State
might well be proud."

The second strategy was to provide
ammunition to prove how much Jews
had already contributed to British soci-
ety.  Hence  the  sixteen pages  devoted
to listing Jewish peers and Members of
Parliament, Jews serving in the armed
forces, both the overall number and all
officers  by  name,  rank  and  regiment
and  Jewish  celebrities.  The  pride  in
ennobled  Jews  is  highlighted  by  not
only  recording  their  names  but  also
reproducing their coat of arms, lineage
and family motto.

The  message  was  clear - Jews  are
good news.  In his enthusiasm,  Jacobs
included in the list of celebrities both
those  who  only  had  a  Jewish  father,
such as the composer Arthur Sullivan
and those who had converted to Chris-
tianity  such  as  Benjamin  Disraeli.  As
still  happens  in  the  pages  of today's
Jewish Chronicle, successtul non-]ows
of Jewish descent are often claimed for
the honour of the community.

If some  aspects  have  not  changed
over the  century,  much  else  has.  The
statistics  of the  Jewish  population  of
England in  1895 provides charts as to
burial  records  and  the  ages  at  which
deaths occurred.

The majority of adult Jews had sur-
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prisingly  long  lives,  with  the  highest
number of deaths being in the seventy
to eighty years band. However, the flg-
ure  of  106  deaths  in   1895  is   fright-
eningly low compared to the number of
children who died that year between one
and twelve months old (425).

Anglo-Jewry's  enormous  philan-
thropic  activity  is  evident  from  the
range  of  charities.  Many  of  today's
readers who are used to the bald title of
"Jewish  Care"  will  thrill  at  the  more

explicit and grandiose names of fomer
bodies. These include The Penny Din-
ner Society, The Society for Providing
Strangers with Meals on Sabbaths and
Holydays  and  The  Marriage  Portion
Society for Assisting Young Men and
Virtuous Girls of the Jewish Faith.

The list of provincial Congregations
in   1896  is  enriched  by  communities
that  no  longer appear today,  such  as
Dover  and  Merthyr  Tydvil  (sic),  al-
though it does not contain mention of
essential modem entries such as Maid-
enhead and Milton Keynes.

Contemporary moralists will be in-
trigued  to  know  from -the  list  of
"Leading  Cases"  relating  to  the  Jews

that both  "living  together"  and  inter-
marriage are not a post-1960s problem
but  have  long  antecedents.  This  we
glean from the case in  1860 of a Jew
and  a  Christian  woman  who  had  co-
habited    as    man    and    wife    for
twenty-eight years and who were pre-
sumed to be married for legal purposes.

Equally illuminating is a feature that
has  been  dropped  from  modem  edi-
tions  of  the   /ewi.sfe   yec!r  Book,   a
"Glossary of Jewish Terns" with some

400 expressions. The influence of the
Sephardi community, then still claim-
ing  to  be  the  aristocrats  of  British
Jewry,  accounts  for  the  inclusion  of
terms  hardly  in  use  today,  such  as
Cautivost , Chuetas2 and Lavadores3.

The communal nervousness referred
to above is evident in the explanation
of  "anti-semitism",  in  which  Jacobs
declares:    `That   Jews   give   some
grounds for this almost universal  dis-
like cannot well be denied.'

The number of culinary entries reaf-
firms  the  principle  that  bej.ng  Jewish
means   eczfz.#g  Jewish.  We  learn  that
"frimsel" is "a particular form of soup

much in favour among English Jews".
The entry for "ffied fish" might be

thought  not  to justify  a  place  on  the
same page  as  "Geonim"  but as  Anne
Kershen points out in her excellent in-
troduction to the reissue, it was part of
the campaign against anti-alienism, an
attempt to combat derogatory remarks
made  at  the  1895  Conference  of the

Trade Union Congress about "the im-
portation of Jews and their well-known
penchant for fried fish".

Reform synagogues - by then over
forty years old - are referred to both in
the  list  of communal  institutions  and
the glossary. Jacobs'  only criticism is
the lack of flexibility that they display,
noting that `in many ways, indeed, the
reformers have shown themselves less
capable of reform than the orthodox.'

As he makes clear in his summary of
the events of the year, he had in mind
the  fact that the  West  London  Syna-
gogue displayed greater opposition to
the  use  of  English  in  services  than
many other synagogues and was p/ws
royaliste que le rot.

He  is  much  less  outspoken  on  the
notion that numerous Englishmen con-
sidered themselves to be the tine heirs
to the Ten Lost Tribes (`brit ish'), per-
haps feeling he would offend too many
important personages  if he  debunked
their ridiculous pretension. Perhaps he
also  feared  losing  the  special  regard
they  felt  for  the  descendants  for  the
remaining two tribes.

The  series of poems and essays on
Jewish subjects at the end of the Year
Book was part of its attempt to be more
than a directory. The editor was much
less successful in his attempt to predict
the future.  His own essay ends with a
statement that helps explain why An-
91o-Jewry  waited  until   1967  before
taking Zionism to heart -

"Some  notice  must  be  taken  of a

remarkable pamphlet on a Jewish state,
written by Dr Theodor Herzl, who has
followed  up  his  somewhat  fantastic
scheme  by  an  attempt  to  put  it  into
practice. The skill of his presentation,
however,   could  not  disguise  from
thoughtful readers the particularly im-
practicable character of his ideas and
the mechanical nature of the solution it
offered to the much vexed Jewish ques-
tion."

It  proves  that  today's  "fantastic
scheme" can be tomorrow's reality. It
also  begs  the  question  which  of our
dreams will be well-established in the
Jewish  Year  Book  of  2096   ...   and
which  parts   of  our  life,   like  the
Cautivos  of old,  vyill  have  been  rel-
egated to history books .

DR  JONATHAN  ROMAIN  ;.s  fAe  rclbbj.  a/
Maidenhead  Synagogue.  His  latest  book  "T"
Faith  Us  Do  PELr{',  on  mixed-faith  marriage,
has recently been published by Harper Collins.

Notes
1.  Jews ransomed afiter capture by

Algerian corsairs.
2..  Secret Jews Of the Balearic Islands.
3.  Members Of the burial society.
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IF I HAD A SECOND CHANCE
Arme Ranasinghe

Our beginnings never know
our ends

LIVE    IN    COLOMBO,    THE
capital  of Sri  Lanka,  which  is  an
island  in  the  Indian  Ocean  just

south  of  India.  I  have  a  Sri  Lankan
passport which makes me a Sri Lankan
and  all  this  because  I  married  a  Sri
Lankan  nearly  half a  century  ago.  At
the  same  time  I  am  Jewish.  And that
makes  me  the  only  Jew  who  is  Sri
Lankan - not to be confused with other
Jews  who  live  in   Sri   Lanka  on  a
temporary basis,  working  for various
international      organisations,      or
embassies, or taking advantage of the
industrial   possibilities  of  the   Free
Trade Zone and its cheap labour. So it
is not correct to say that there are no
Jews in Sri Lanka, though they appear
to be very shy to admit their Judaism -
I  am  told  they  feel  it  might  prove
disadvantageous   to   their  business
enterprises.  I  find  this  a  great  pity.
From  the  time  I  arrived  here  in  the
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early  1950s  I  left  no  doubt  about my
religious background. I began to realise
that there was a total lack of awareness
of  the  Hitler  period  and  all  that  it
entailed  and  I  thought  I  should  do
something  about  it.  My  writing  and
broadcasting  have  given  me  ample
opportunities. And I have not found it
in any way disadvantageous.

Actually,  there  has  been  no  func-
tioning   Jewish   community   in   Sri
Lanka/Ceylon  since  the  12th  century
and even during the brief Israeli pres-
ence  -  there  was  an  Israeli  Legation
here  from   1961   to   1967  which  was
abruptly  closed  down  by  the  then
Prime    Minister,     Mrs     Sirimavo
Bandaranaike  and  an  Israeli  Interest
Section under the aegis of the Ameri-
can Embassy from 1984 to 1990 which
was    discontinued    by    President
Premadasa  -  a   mj.nya#  could  hardly
ever be  found.  More  recently,  that  is
two  or  three  years  ago,  we  actually
managed a  seder with  fifteen partici-
pants. But only five of them were Jews

- a young businessman for whom  Sri
Lanka is a link in a chain of factories
he is setting up across the Asian Conti-
nent, an American professor who was
here on a sabbatical,  his two  children
whose authenticity as Jews is in doubt
as their mother is not Jewish (but nev-
ertheless   produced   an   absolutely
authentic   seder  tableau)  and  myself.
The  others  were  interested  friends,
among them the German Ambassador
and his wife who had never before had
an opportunity to participate in a seder
and had asked to be allowed to join. It
was  a  most  successful  and  enjoyable
seder.

Being  the  only  Sri   Lankan  Jew
brings  its  own  responsibilities.   My
name appears in various Jewish travel
guides  as  tlie  local  Jewish  authority.
So I have frequent inquiries from po-
tential  tourists  or investors  who  want
to know how many towns have syna-
gogues,  what  degree  of orthodoxy  is
observed, the address of the local rabbi
and a list of kosher hotels. Every year
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around Pesach, the question of a seder
invitation  comes  up  when  a  traveller
finds himself stranded at that time. It is
a sad and quite traumatic chore for me
to have to reply that there is  no syna-
gogue in Sri Lanka because there is no
Jewish community, there are no hotels
where  kosher  food  is  served  because
there is no one to organise such a com-
plicated .import  operation and,  in  any
case,  the  demand  would  be  minimal.
And there is no fun in making a seder
just for myself.  Once the  question of
pickling gherkins  came up.  When the
Israelis  were   here  they  introduced
ghendns as an alternate crop and this
became  so  successful  that  everyone
began  to  cultivate  gherkins.  After  a
world-wide  survey  it  was  discovered
that  Jews  are  the  largest  consumer
group of gherkins and so an enteipris-
ing local firm contacted me to find out
how they could reach the Jewish mar-
ket.  I  suggested  that  they  should  get
guidelines from a rabbi either in Singa-
pore  or Hong  Kong,  where  there  are
thriving  Jewish  communities.  Then it
turned  out  that  each  consignment  of
gherkins would have to be conflrmed
as to its kashrut by a competent rabbi,
who would have to be imported for the
occasion.  The  fiml  decided  that  this
would  raise  the  price  per  gherkin  to
phenomenal heights and gave up.

T.S.   Eliot   said  "Our  beginnings
never know our ends." Although I ab-
hor his  antisemitic  poetry,  I  find that
this  dictum  is  certainly  true  for  me.
Even my Aunt Sophie, who prided her-
self on her ability to foretell the future
by studying the coffee grounds left in
the  bottom  of  cups  at  her  weekly
Kaffleeklatsch  (coffee  pa;rty)  in  ray
grandmother's house in the village of
Ztischen  in  Germany - her  speciality
was Sachertorte, an unbelievable con-
fection  for  which  she  used  eighteen
eggs, butter, sugar and a minimum of
flour and filled with a delicious choco-
late  cream -even  my  Aunt  Sophie's
imagination  could  not  have  stretched
as far as Sri Lanka.

It is today a very different place from
the almost paradisical island on which
I  landed as  a young  Sinhalese gynae-
cologist's  wife   early  one   glorious
morning  in   1952.   Bright  sunlight,  a
calm  blue  sea,  the  proverbial  golden
beaches.   Vast  stretches  of  verdant
paddy lands and coconut groves, trees
of all  kinds  in  an  infinite  variety  of
shades of green. Brilliant colour flow-
ers and blossoms. The pace of life was
slow  and  measured  and  the  multj-ra-
cial,  multi-religious  population  lived
in peace  and  harmony.  Sinhalese  and
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Tamils,  Muslims  of  various  origins,
Burghers  -  the  descendants  of  the
Dutch and Portuguese who invaded the
island before the British arrived in the
early  19th  century,  Parsees,  Malays,
Chinese  and  a  sprinkling  of Europe-
ans.

Forty years on, Sri Lanka has moved
from  its  splendid  paradisal  isolation
into  the  mainstream  of  the  modem
world,  where  distance  has  lost  its
meaning except perhaps in the discom-
fort of prolonged flights. The country
has made tourism part of its exchange
earning programme and in spite of ex-
plosions and suicide bombers, there is
an influx of visitors from both East and
West. These foreigners bring their life-
styles  and  habits  along  with  their
dollars  and  yen  and  deutschmarks.
They have also brought new disasters
-  child  prostitution,  hard  drugs  and
Aids. But apart from tourism, there are
a  number  of other  factors  that  have
contributed  to  the  dramatic  changes
that have taken place. Firstly, the free-
ing  of an earlier restrictive  monetary
policy has opened up the economy and
the country. Then, the Middle East has
become a lucrative job market for both
skilled and unskilled labour. Vast num-
bers   of  young  men   and  women,
sometimes  with  only  the  most  basic
qualifications,  leave  their remote  vil-
1ages  to  work  in  strange  countries
knowing neither the language nor the
customs  and are faced with the  most
modern  gadgetry,  when  back  home
they  depended  on  "bottle  lamps"  for
light and firewood for cooking. They
achieve a new sophistication and their
earnings swell the coffers of the Treas-
ury to  such an extent that, before the
Gulf War,  they  exceeded those  from
tea,  rubber  and  coconut  -  the  tradi-
tional exports.

Women too have become part of this
change, an emerging force to be reck-
oned with.  We have a woman who is
Bribery Commissioner, a woman Sec-
retary  to  the  Minister  of  Justice,  a
woman General Manager of the Bank
of Ceylon, the first ever woman High
Court Judge and the first ever woman
President's Counsel. The Deputy See-
retary General  of Parliament is also a
woman. And a large number of women
now  run  their  own  business  compa-
nies.

Mrs Sirimavo Bandaranaike became
the first ever woman Prime Minister in
1960,  went  on  to  serve  two  terms  in
office  and  today  once  again  is  Prime
Minister,     while     her     daughter,
Chandrika  Kumaratunga,   won  the
Presidential   Election  in  November

1994. Mrs Bandaranaike's election as
Prime  Minister  in  Sri  Lanka  in  1960
was followed some nine years later by
Mrs Golda Meir becoming Prime Min-
ister  of Israel.  I  always  thought  that
had  the  two  women  met  they  might
have got on very well. They both gov-
erned their countries with courage and
common sense under very difficult cir-
cumstances. I find it sad that Sri Lanka
and Israel have not found a way to re-
establish   relations,   especially   as
principles are not involved but purely
political   considerations  of  internal
politics where Sri Lanka is concerned.
And actually Sri Lanka and Israel have
a  great  deal  in  common.  Both  coun-
tries  are  in a kind  of interim  state  of
suspended  animation  -  they  are  no
longer what they were,  nor have they
arrived wherever they are going. Israel
functions  without  a  written  constitu-
tion and has difficulty in defining who
is a Jew, whether the State of Israel is a
Jewish  State,  a  State  for  Jews,  or  a
State for all its citizens. Sri Lanka has a
constitution which it keeps amending
and its citizens are disputing who is Sri
Lankan,  what  comprises  Sri  Lanka,
who  decides  where  in  Sri  Lanka  Sri
Lankans can live and what comes first
- nationality or ethnic origin. There is
an inordinate amount of killing. In Sri
Lanka, political murders have become
commonplace  and  many  of the  most
talented and experienced figures have
been  assassinated.  In  Israel  the  first
political  murder  took  place  with  the
horrendous attack on Mr Rabin. Israel
has to cope with HAMAS and its lead-
ers.   Sri   Lanka  has  the  LTTE  and
Prabhakaran.

Looking back at my beginning and
almost  end,  I  wonder  at  the  strange
turns my life has taken and consider to
what  extent  one  is  really  in  control.
Certainly it is true that there are pivotal
events which present us with options.
But decisions are often made casually
because they do not seem that impor-
tant and the consequences at the time
also do not seem important.  It is only
later that  you  realise  they  were  final
choices and we are swept along with-
out being  able  to  alter course.  It  is  a
moot  question  what  one  would  do  if
one had a second chance ...  I

ANNE  RANASINGHE  ;.s  c}  poe/  wAose  a#-
/Ao/og)/  Against  Eternity  and  Darkness  was
published  in  1985  and Not Even Shadows  in
1991.  ALt `Wha` Dark Point  appeared  in  1992.
Born in Germany, educated in Britain, she has
lived for nearly forty years in Sri Lanha. She is
a stalwart Of Amnesty International, a nurse by
training. a journalist, moll.er Of seven children
apd  the  widow  Of  a  Sinhalese  Professor  Of
Medicine.
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PICTURES
FROAA AN

EXHIBITION
Young Jewish Artists

Summer Exhibition
at the Sternberg Centre

I Oth -3 I st July I 996

Top lef i: Annabel Mednick,
Oil on canvas,
149cm x  1 19cm
RUDE URBAN SHAMAN,
MAGIC MAN OF
LEYTONSTONE

Centre: Jo Cohn, Oil on
paper, 20" x 16"
UNTITLED

Right: Shoshana Ingleby,
Photograph,  1 6 " x  I 2 "
KIDDUSH CUPS

Bottom left: Sigal Avni,
Photograph, 70cm x 90cm
UNTITLED

Right: Simon Black, Oil on
canwas,  30" x 36"
BOAT PAINTING
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IN MAIVIV4 JO, IN THE WAKE OF
the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin,
Rabbis  Bayfield,  Hoffman  and

Rayner gave their attention, in different
ways, to the growth of fundamentalism
which  is  now  a  threat  worldwide,
increasing     as      the      millennium
approaches. Reading what they wrote,
I wonder if it is at all possible for us to
unpick     the     complex     web     of
destructiveness  that has developed so
intricately during this century. Unpick
it we surely have to, lest hopelessness
at the constant bloodshed and warring
overwhelm our faith. How can we see
the year 2000 as a possible beginning,
not  an  end,  to  civilised life?  How  to
make a new beginning?

For  some  years  now  I  have  been
studying the first chapters ofB 'Rez.sfe;./,
Genesis,  going  back  to  the  roots  of
Judaism, to unravel how it had devel-
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oped for me personally and as a psy-
chotherapist  and  student  of literature
and  mythology,  sure  that  the  Bible's
beginning, the infant nursery of Juda-
ism,    decisively   shaped    Western
religion  through  its  initial  control  of
language and human feeling.

The  Bible  is  an  incomparably  rich
exploration of the relationship between
the  divine  and  the  human.  But  how-
ever   admirably   that   is   pursued,
however compelling its drama, its po-
etry  and  the  commentary  it  inspired,
the fact is that at the very beginning the
treatment of Adam and Eve by God -
which no-one can forget, though they
may try to -is a shocking and dreadful
initiation.  They  are  no  sooner  body-
created    than    they    are    all    but
soul-destroyed. Their God is depicted
as a punitive intolerant father, banish-
ing  his  disobedient  children  from  his

goodwill.  He  silences  and  stupefies
them, condemning them with a devas-
tating  curse  from which Judaism  and
Christianity  have  never  recovered.
Though rabbis,  theologians  and  crea-
tive artists and writers have produced
their interpretations to fill out the pie-
ture, these are `apologetics' -these are
attempts  to  improve  the  humanity  of
the  first  couple,  or to  minimise  their
importance.  They  try  to  compensate
for what is missing and needed at the
Beginning  -  an  unmistakably  loving
Creator who makes a universe in which
humans are at ease with what they are,
good  and bad,  cared  for,  wanted  and
trusted, not feeling inescapably guilty,
working hard to justify their existence
on earth. `Love' is not mentioned any-
where in the story of Adam and Eve -
the Garden is a loveless nursery.

This  connects  vitally  with  the  cru-
cial   theme   of   territory.    Israel's
relationship with its  God rests on the
Promise  of  an  ideal  land.  Events  in
Eden suggest that they will never merit
that. The Lord is a landlord - the very
word Lord carries proprietorial mean-
ing - and there has been no contract,
no `covenant', to define the occupancy.
Adam, taken on as a useful tiller of the
earth,  was  `put'  in the Garden.  When
the  couple  inffinge  one  dubious  rule,
implicitly  questioning  the  owner's
powers over them, they are summarily
thrown out with scant explanation and
no opportunity for discussion. God has
become  a dictator.  A model  has been
set for any tyrannical  ruler of family,
nation or religion thereafter. The mes-
sage  is:  conform  without question  or
be  victimised  and  expelled.  I  do  not
think  I  need  to  give  examples.  The
powerful Jewish belief in the symbol,
or reality, of the Promised Land is un-
dermined by what I would call an Eden
complex - a  sense that we  do  not by
right belong in any land, or even fam-
ily we inhabit and may at any time be
ejected. And now, in what is supposed
to be  at  long last the  Promised Land,
fundamentalist Jews are `playing God'
with  Arabs  and  the  ideal  home  is  a
bloody battlefield.

Before looking more closely at the
way the story is told, let me make clear
how my perspective differs  from that
of male rabbis. I do not accept that the
Beginning  was  as  described.  Firstly,
because the patriarchal God of mono-
theism  was  preceded by  over twenty
millennia  of Goddess  regimes.  These
were the Something, not the Nothing,
out of which His universe was created.
Secondly, because there is another de-
scription   of  Creation,   one   which

/
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implicitly  acknowledges  the  previous
regimes,  an  account  of  Chochmah,
Wisdom,  in  the  Book  of  Proverbs,
Chapter 8, which ought to have had its
place next to God's at the Beginning.
She  speaks  of having  co-created  the
Universe with Him. If that description,
which was relegated to near-obscurity,
were  put  alongside  His  version,  then
both the' complementary and the  con-
tradictory  elements  of the  two  would
indeed  be  a  co-creation,  providing  a
dynamic  interaction,   a  rejuvenation
and possible re-imaging of the divine.
That  could  promote  religious,  emo-
tional  and  political  health  to  replace
the sickness that now prevails.

The subject merits far more detailed
attention  than  I  have  space  to  give  it
here  but  I  will  indicate the  particular
features  that  seem   relevant  to  our
present dilemmas.  I  hope readers will
pursue this further for themselves and I
commend Chochmah to them as their
guide.  She,  not "It",  is  a Tree  of Life
for those who hold Her and are held by
Her,  guardian  of  language,   creative
process and learning and as a symbol,
central  to the  intelligence  so wonder-
fully  active  in   Kcrbb¢/aife  (the  Jewish
mystical traditions).

The  very  first  words  of  B'Jieis¢z.f
establish the Creator' s rule. Commonly
translated "In the Beginning God cre-
ated Heaven and Earth", these are the
words of a narrator in ari existing lan-
guage  and  a  translator  into  our  own
language, even before God speaks -in
fact a language `chaos', a darkness be-
fore  He  says "Let there be  light"  and
introduces His Word and Voice. From
here on there is a continuing  negotia-
tion  between  these  scribes'   voices,
between God and Adam and Eve and
the  serpent.  However,  in  relation  to
what  preceded  this  Beginning,  some-
thing decisive has happened which has
far-reaching  consequences,  for  the
Earth He creates is Erefz, not Ac7amafe.

Adamah,  from  which  Adam  came,
had been revered as Mother Earth for
countless generations, so could not re-
ally be created by this Deity. Adamah
is ground, soil, unbounded, feeding the
living and receiving the dead. Humans
are intimately connected with the earth,
locally  and  universally.  As  mother,
Adamah li nks everyone and everything
in the  natural  world which is depend-
ent on her - and makes no distinction
between  Arab  and  Jew.  She  is  also,
like  Chochmah,  the  soil  and  mother-
tongue of the Bible and the universal
need for religion. Eretz is territory, do-
main,  a  land  with  boundaries  to  be
protected,  proprietors  and  rulers,  a
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place  of dominion,  a  political  unit.  It
can be possessed and it is father's, not
mother's,  domain.  Its  concern is with
an  individual  religion,  not a universal
spirituality.

The two kinds of land must co-exist
and their values be held in balance. But
the balance was disturbed from the start
because the initial act of creating Eretz
was  a  take-over,  a  piece  of spiritual
politics in which the Goddess was side-
stepped       and       annexed.       And
subsequently  the  earth  is  cursed  for
Adam's sake and later for Cain's sake,
thus effecting for Adam a rupture from
his origins, his mother and the inevita-
bility of hating  her harshness.  But of
course she cannot be ignored or oblit-
Crated.  God has to  respect her,  as  we
see later when He declares that she is
insulted by the secreted corpse of Abel.
But God had insulted her by rejecting
her  produce,  which  Cain  brought  to
Him -the incident that led to the mur-
der.  This  is  a  God  who  inspires  not
love but hatred.

Let us  now  return to  Eden and the
subtle  negotiations between the  lone-
voiced  God  and  the  humans  with
whom  He  has  to  converse.  His  first
words to Adam are a prohibitive com-
mand  and  a  waning.  Adam  is  then
granted the power to name the animals
and alter himself and the woman. This,
seemingly,  is  freedom  of speech  and
his ensuing categorical statements and
deductions  are  formulations  which
help him form himself. Eve arrives, an
extension of and challenge to Adam's
self.  She,  when  faced  with  the  Tree,
expands language and knowledge, with
her  desire  for  wisdom,  her  curiosity
and intuition.  She says they are not to
touch the Tree - which was not what
was  said.  We  note that God  does  not
speak directly to her.

The serpent is pivotal  to the whole
drama of Eden. By far its most intelli-
gent and important participant, it is an
enduring and vital  transforming force
in any system, political, personal, reli-
gious,   biological   -   the   heretic,
dissenter, maligned and essential. The
serpent  is  gender-free  and  androgy-
nous.   Its   mysterious   and   unique
connection  with the  humans  is  found
in  the  word   4"m,  which  describes
both  their  `nakedness'  and  its  `sub-
tlety'.  That  well-nigh  untranslatable
word contains in itself the paradox of
language  as  incarnation  or  `clothing'
of meaning, where language can pro-
tect  but   also   obscure   the   soul's
non-verbal  awareness,  its  innocence.
When the  serpent,  a  non-verbal  crea-
ture,  speaks,  we  are in the dimension

of make-believe.  It is a timeless sym-
bol  and  speaks  for  symbolism.  The
serpent had represented spiritual trans-
formation   for   millennia,   closely
associated with secret wisdom and the
Tree of Knowledge.  Its words to  Eve
are spoken with the detached and quib-
bling  irony  of  the  Talmudist  -  or
psychoanalyst. Its vital message is not
to take God's words  literally.  Literal-
ism  has  always  been  the  resort  of
dogmatic fundamentalists, an abuse of
creative  metaphor but  its  message  is
ignored, then as now. The literalism of
Adam  and  the  dogmatic  language  of
God take over.

Sadly,  tragically,  an  opportunity  is
lost.  In the twilight, when God comes
down to human level, there is almost a
love  connection,  a mystic  meeting of
soul and God. In Genesis Ch3:v8, pre-
vious meaning is dissolved in a kind of
fusion-diffusion, as the language struc-
ture,  accuracy  of translation,  Adam's
selfhood,  God.s  direction,  all   come
unstuck. God, seemingly lost, calls on
man to respond and re-locate Him. The
frightened man hears it as a reproach,
avoids confrontation and uses evasive
words to hide behind. God, in his own
Ar#",  is  angered.  His  words become
invective   -   crude,   incriminating,
bludgeoning and the couple are dumb-
struck.      Subtlety     of     language,
intelligence,  freedom  of  speech,  are
lost and there is a closure on creative
dialogue, learning and enquiry. Dogma
rules.

We  see  that closure  now wherever
religion  and  politics  are  a  matter  of
males arguing interminably with their
male authority-figures,  stubbornly ig-
noring    what    every    `branch.    of
knowledge  is  indicating  -  that  the
feminine principle,  in  many  forms,  is
returning, must return, if we are `to halt
the headlong rush toward an apocalyp-
tic Millennium.

Chochmah's  contribution  is  in  her
passionate insistence on leaning -dis-
ciplined, self-directed, open-minded -
#of  closed,  forbidden  or  restricted,
which is the way of the God of Eden.
She  trusts   our  intelligence   and  so
should we, in rejecting an image of the
divine which the original male creators
of that God wanted to  impose  on us.
We know no more than they knew .

ALLIX  PIR^Nl  practises  humanistic   and
lranspersonal  psychotherapy  and  writes  and
lectures widely on women's  spirituality.  She  is
f*e aw/*or a/The Absent Father: Crisis & Crea-
tivity   a#d  edj.for  a/ The  Absent  Mother:
Restoring the Goddess to Judaism & Christian-•rty.  Sl.e is now completing a book on  events  in

the Garden Of Eden.
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SPJNOZA
Esther Seidel
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by R.M. Silverman,
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greatest amount of slander and insult,
we would have to say Spjnoza.

Called  a  "blasphemous  arch-Jew"
and  an  "atheist"  full  of "cursed  and
monstrous opinions",  Spinoza was re-
garded  as  the  greatest  heretic  of the
17th  century.   It  was  a  period  which
was  profoundly  shaken  by  scientific
discovery, religious pluralism and po-
litical change. The only contemporary
philosopher  who  could  have  appreci-
ated  Spinoza's  thought,  the  German
scholar  Leibniz,  denied  that  he  had
paid  Spjnoza  a  visit.  And  when  the
latter's  TTP,  Tractatus  Theologico-
Phjlosophicus,  appeared,  he  made  it
known that he thought it to be an un-
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bearable   chc//zpar%  -  he  actually  de~
scribed  it  as  "an  unbearably  cheeky
work". A hundred years later, Rousseau
deplored the invention of bcok-printing,
because it would perpetuate "the danger-
ous fantasies" of Spinoza.

Spinoza  was  also  described  as  a
"hideous monster", although he seems

to  have  been  one  of the  most  hand-
some of all philosophers, at least if the
Wo]fenbtittler  portrait  is  true  to  life.
That has never been said before prob-
ably because the history of philosophy
has always been written by men.

Nowadays   Spinoza  is  universally
hailed as one of the greatest, "noblest
and   most   lovable"   according   to
Bertrand Russell and "most ambitious
and  uncompromising"  according  to
Stuart  Hampshire,  of all  modem phi-
losophers.   Yet  many  Jews  are  still
hesitant to acknowledge him as one of
their  own.   While  Orthodox  Jewish
leaders  dismiss  him  as  "the  father of
modern  Jewish  heresies"  -  so  says
Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks - Liberal

and  Reform  Jews  have  celebrated
Spinoza as a precursor of the Enlighten-
ment and consequently as the spiritual
founder  of Jewish  emancipation  and
their  own  movements.  Yet  there  still
seems to be much unease with regard
to a number of Spinoza's doctrines.

With  a  few  exceptions,  the  Jewish
response  to  Spinoza  has  been  scarce
and  the  studies  available  are  mostly
written by  historians  or philosophers.
It seems that not many rabbis or theolo-
gians have allowed themselves to take
Spinoza'scriticismofreligionseriously.

So  the  publication  of  Rabbi  Dr.
Reuven   Silverman's  book    Bczrcfcfe
Spinoza, Outcast Jew, Universal Sage
is  very  welcome,  not least because  it
does  not  avoid  that  challenge.   Sec-
ondly,     although     most     studies
emphasise   Spinoza's  Jewish  back-
ground,  few  go  into  a  more  detailed
analysis   such   as   that   given   by
Silverman    to    demonstrate    how
Spinoza's  thought  process  could  be
shown  to  reflect  traditional  Jewish
roots.  Furthermore  and perhaps  more
important, Silverman proposes to take
a   fresh   approach   with   regard   to
Spinoza's  reputed  "heresies"  and  to
examine  them in the light  of modern
scholarship  and  under  a  rational  out-
look. His study will appeal to all those
Jews who do not object to being chal-
lenged  in  their religious  conceptions.
A  Judaism  which takes  pride  in  con-
tinuously exercising a critical analysis
of the  conceptual  building  blocks  of
which  it  is  made,  will  welcome  the
opportunity  of  evaluating  Spinoza's
contribution, even if this means the dis-
mantling  of  some  religious  illusions
and superstitions.

Spinoza  was  born in  1632  in  Am-
sterdam during the Dutch Golden Age,
into a Portuguese Marrano family. By
the  age  of only  24,  he  had  been  ex-
pelled from the Jewish community.  It
is  significant that the  feere" - ban -
does not give a precise  description of
the "heresies" Spinoza was accused of
having taught. Because many of those
Marrano  refugees  had  only just been
granted  a  new  home  in  the  Nether-
lands,  they  must  have  felt  a  great
obligation to present to the Dutch au-
thorities, who were already sheltering
a great variety of Christian sects from
persecution  in  other parts  of Europe,
an image of a trouble-free and unifom
community, which did not tolerate dis-
sent.  After  several  futile  attempts  to
appease  the  rebellious  Spinoza,  they
pronounced  the  ban  on  him.  It  was
finally lifted only in 1932, on the 300th

Continued on next page
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anniversary of his birth.
While many believers  may wish to

die for their salvation, Spinoza wanted
to live for the sake of truth alone. He
did  not  see  himself as  a  martyr  and
stoically  accepted  his  expulsion  from
the Jewish community. Thereafter, he
would  soon  cause  further indignation
by  pleading,  without  any  regard  for
traditional authority and in opposition
to  respectable  opinion,  for  a  dispas-
sionate, naturalistic and scientific study
of all  aspects  of human  thought  and
behaviour.

Spinoza's  penetrating  questioning
and his uncompromising attitude made
him a thorn -which, in Portuguese, is
"espinho", the root of his surname -in

the  flesh  of the  religious  authorities.
His  moral   sincerity  had  led  him  to
abandon  those  religious  observances
in  which  he  no  longer  believed.  Al-
though he was a man of great courtesy,
he was forced to exercise great caution
as  to  whom  he  could  trust  and  with
whom  he  could  socialise,  as  was  ex-
pressed by his personal motto "Caute"
(caution).  As  a  result,  he  was  also  a
lonely thinker with a secluded life. He
made just  a  sufficient living  for him-
self  by   polishing   lenses,   hereby
following  the  talmudic  ideal  that  a
scholar should also practice a craft.

Spinoza  represents  a  rare  example
of a man of great intellectual integrity,
for  whom  philosophy  was  a  way  of
life. Totally committed to his ideals, he
declined positions of fame and wealth
as empty and fruitless. He kept himself
i nformed through correspondence with
like-minded scholars but continued to
act  in  full  accordance  with  his  own
thinking and belief.

It   is   difficult   to   do  justice   to
Spinoza's system of thought in a brief
exposition,  mainly  because  the  key-
note  of his  philosophy  is  unity.  This
means  that  all  concepts  acquire  their
true  meaning  only  within  the  context
of the  whole system in so far as they
depend upon each other and are inter-
related.  And  although  they  are  given
an exact definition within the system,
their  meaning  may  be  remote  from
present  day  usage  "and  one  has  to
travel  round  the  whole  circle  at  least
once  before  one  can  begin  to  under-
stand    any    segment    of   it."    (S.
Hampshire, Spj.#oza, p.52f.)

Perhaps the best way to begin is to
think of a true idea,  an idea which is
true on its own evidence and which is
infinite and eternal,  complete and all-
inclusive,   self-contained  and  self-
caused ~ this to him was the idea of God.

Everything there is is taken to have
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its logical ground, rationale, in this in-
finite  and  eternal  idea  of God,  from
which  all  things  follow  by  necessity,
not as a result of God's free will but of
God's   absolute   nature   or  infinite
power, which is also the system of the
world, or the common order of Nature.

What  an  outrageous  thought  to
equate God with Nature or the physical
universe.

But how can we otherwise ascertain
that God is absolutely infinite and all-
inclusive? If there were more than one
such divine substance, they would mu-
tually  limit  one  another.   Hence  we
must accept that God, being complete
and  whole  and  perfect,  is  indeed  the
only possible  substan`c_e  and therefore
the ultimate essence of all existence.

Silverman  points  out  that  Spinoza
was supportive of the ancient Hebrews'
use  of the Tetragrammaton,  yud-heh-
vav-heh,  as  a  name  for  God,  as  it
derives its roots from the verb "being".
In  Hebrew  thought,  one's  name  ex-
pressed  one's  nature  and  for  Spinoza
the Hebrew name of God reflects His
nature, "existence Itself".

While  traditional  religion  asserts  a
complete and perfect God who is none-
theless  separate  from  the  world  and
who created the world out of nothing
and  by  an  act  of  free  will,   Spinoza
maintained  a  logically  self-consistent
conception  of God,  that is,  a  concept
free of contradictions. That is why he
criticised the traditional belief of God
as being the result of imagination, not
of reason.

Reflecting  the  necessary  order  of
things, God "controls" the world as an
active and creative principle, as its in-
ner    cause    and    logical    ground.
According to  Spinoza  "we  can easily
conceive  that  all  nature  is  one  indi-
vidual whose parts, that is, all bodies,
vary  in   infinite   ways   without  any
change  of the  individual  as  a  whole"
(Ethics,II,Prop.XIII,L.VII,N.).   The
idea  of God's  unity  and  self-genera-
tion  has  its  equivalent in  the  view  of
modem  science,  according  to  which
the universe is a unitary system and all
its  entities  are  interconnected.  They
have  the  character  of centres  of en-
ergy,  are  constantly  affected by  each
other  and  make  up  a  single  system
which,  as  a  whole,  neither  increases
nor decreases but rather constitutes a
single stable unit. This led Einstein to
the confession "I believe in Spinoza's
God,  who  reveals  Himself in  the  or-
derly harmony of what exists ..."

As Spinoza held that everything fol-
lows  neces.sarily  from  God,  it  also
followed that within nature everything

must be determined. Hence, "men are
mistaken in thinking themselves free."
Freedom is unmasked as just another
illusion  people  like  to  uphold  due  to
their  ignorance  of the  causes  which
compel them to act in a certain way.

However,  what  we  can  hope  to
achieve in life is to gain an understand-
ing  of  the  forces  in  nature  which
govern us. Our only kind of "freedom",
if one can still call it thus, consists in
exercising reason to such a degree that
we transform the passive emotions and
confused ideas which so often enslave
us  into  a clear awareness  of our mo-
tives.  Rather  than  being  the  helpless
victims of processes we do not under-
stand, we become active and dominant
over  our  emotional   condition.  Free-
dom,  in the  sense  of making  choices,
does  not  exist,  nor would it be  desir-
able  in  Spinoza's  view,  because  real
knowledge  always  goes  out to  some-
thing    concrete   -   reason    knows
precisely  what  must  be  done.  Hegel
would  formulate the  same  idea  about
one hundred and fifty years later in his
poignant  statement  "Freedom  is  the
right  insight  into  what  is  necessary".
Hence,  the  less  we  are  compelled by
external causes which obscure our ra-
tional  aims,  the more  self-determined
and "free" we are. Spinoza' s point here
is that determination of action does not
preclude  taking  responsibility  -  al-
though compulsion does, that is, when
we  are  determined by  outside  causes
beyond    our    control.    Therefore,
Spinoza uses the notion of freedom in
the sense of undetermined but he does
not deny the possibility of free human
action in the sense  of autonomous  or
rationally  determined.  To  that  effect
Silverman  points  out  how  Spinoza's
emphasis on personal autonomy or ra-
tional   self-determination  provided  a
foundation not only for the social  sci-
ences but also for psychoanalysis. And
if self-alienation is the moral problem
of  today,  as  Silverman  insists,  then
Spinoza's  "ethic  of enlightened  self-
interest",        which       presupposes
responsible  action,  could  help  us  to
achieve again our productive potential.

After this very short outline of some
of Spinoza's thought, we should con-
sider  the  "heresies"  he  was  charged
with and  some  of Rabbi  Silverman's
conrments.

Starting  with  Spinoza's  concept of
God,  it  seemed  unbearable  that  God
had  become  one  with  nature  -  the
charge of "pantheism" - or that conse-
quently,     He     seemed     to     have
disappeared altogether - the charge of
``atheism".  Because  of  his  supposed
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equation of God with  nature,  Spinoza
was also accused of having denied the
incorporeality of God -the charge of
"materialism"  -  although  he  made  it

very  clear  that  for  him,  God  could
never have a human form. To assume
otherwise would be as silly as if some-
one  said  that  a  circle  had  taken  the
shape of a square.

Although  Spinoza  so  obviously  re-
jected the  idea  of God  having  human
characteristics,  it  was  still  considered
offensive  to  have  applied  to  God  the
attribute  of "extension",  which  some
interpreted  as  "matter,  stuff,  the  uni-
verse".  Why should infinite extension
not   be   attributable   to   God,   asks
Sjlverman,  particularly in view of the
ancient  rabbis'   dictum  "God  is  the
place of the world but the world is not
His place" (Gen.R.68:9)?

The  only  other knowable  attribute,
"thought", was accepted as fully in line

with Jewish tradition and while theolo-
gians did not see a problem as to how a
thinking  Divinity  could  create  some-
thing material, philosophers would ask
from where did God create what? Did
matter then exist prior or next to God?
How could something other than God
exist jn addition to God? Would it not
challenge God's completeness and per-
fection?  Spinoza's  notion  of God  did
not  encounter  these   difficulties,  be-
cause    jt    considered    both    these
apparently  different attributes of God
in  our limited view  as "aspects"  only
of the Divine, in an otherwise monistic
singular system. Hence, Spinoza's idea
of God is both complete and nonethe-
less ineffable and inexhaustible.

Within that context Silverman poi nts
out  that  Spinoza's  differentiation  be-
tween   God's  manifestations  in  the
universe,  the  aspect of extension  and
God's  essential  nature,  the  aspect  of
thought, is not alien to Jewish thinking.

Another challenge is that according
to Spi noza, God does not act from free-
dom of will, as it must follow from his
perfection  that  things  could  not  have
been  created  in  any  other  manner  or
order than that in which they were cre-
ated, as the decrees of God have been
established by Him from all eternity.

Nor    does    creation    belong    to
Spinoza's system as it stipulates some-
thing as opposed to God, which again
limits God in His completeness. If God
is "all in all", how can there be things
which are not in God?  The  Kabbalah
sought  to  solve  this  problem  by  the
idea that God retreats into Himself to
create the world in order to project His
creative power out of His own Self into
space -the doctrine of fzj.mJz#", con-
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tradiction.
Finally,   Spinoza's   God  does   not

have emotions, such as compassion or
love. This is perhaps the hardest con-
cept  to  accept.  Even  so,  we  must  all
agree,    as    Silverman    does,    with
Spinoza,  that it is  a feature  of human
nature to think of God as operating for
our convenience  and that  our wish to
appease God whenever disaster threat-
ens betrays  our egocentric  views  and
weaknesses. How readily we take God
to  be  of all  sorts  of occurrences,  be
they  bad  or  good,  only  to  hide  our
ignorance  which  mostly  results  from
mental laziness. In Spjnoza's view it is
a  folly  to  ascribe  things  we  do   not
understand to God and to declare them
as "miracles", taken to reflect a certain
divine purpose. Do wejudge reason so
low that we use God as a substitute and
an excuse for our ignorance?  Spinoza
also  criticises  those  theologians  who
like to identify their own self-interest
with "some  divine purpose",  in order
to instill obedience in people.

Spinoza's God is impersonal and in
accordance with the Jewish idea of God
which  proudly  rejects  anthropomor-
phism. And yet, we find it difficult not
only to accept the impersonality of God
but also  to  deny those  features which
would  underline  or  allude  to  human
character traits.

Can we still love God? Yes, we can,
in Spinoza's view. But whoever loves
God must not demand that God loves
him  or  her  in  return.  Just  as  we  can
easily understand a passionate lover of
nature,  we  would,  however,  consider
such a person mad if he wanted nature
to love him in return.  So it is equally
absurd for us to expect God to love us,
although it is conducive to our happi-
ness to love God.

Our love of God is directed towards
an  immutable  and  eternal  object  and
cannot be reciprocal. But as our knowl-
edge  increases,   our  mind  becomes
more  and  more  identified  with  the
whole of nature and we come to see all
things "under the  aspect  of eternity".
Human  self-affirmation is thus a par-
ticipation jn the Divine and those who
live in full self-awareness, of God and
of all  things,  "never  cease  to  be  but
always  possess  true  peace  of mind".
Love of God is an intellectual love. In
loving God, we participate more fully
in the divine intellect. At this stage the
traditional notion of immortality seems
to be replaced by the notion of univer-
sal and eternal love.

If anyone fears that only a philoso-
pher can have an adequate idea of God,
Silverman  would  reassure  him  or her

with Spinoza's view that "the good life
does  not depend  on  one's metaphysi-
cal   position  but   rather   on   one's
actions". Religion serves the same pur-
pose   as   philosophy,   although   the
former  looks  for  nothing  but  obedi-
ence  and piety,  while  philosophy  has
no end in view save truth (TTP, XIV).
Spinoza's attitude, although he would
not have wanted to call  it "religious",
was one  of awe  and respect,  of cool-
ness  and  greatness  of  mind  and  of
dignified humility.

Spinoza's philosophy did not remain
purely speculative.  In his TTP  he  ex-
pressed,  again with great courage,  his
views  on  politics  and  religion.   Far
ahead of its time, the book produced a
storm  of angry  controversy  and  was
banned from publication.  It was  a re-
markable achievement on two counts.
First,  it was  a philosophical justifica-
tion of the liberal state in support of the
ruling merchant class, advocating free-
dom of thought and many of the values
of modem  humanism  such  as  peace
and tolerance.  Silverman's  study also
examines Spinoza's influence on mod-
ern  political  thought  and  how   his
philosophy  helped  shape  democratic
movements.

Secondly, the aim of the TTP was to
liberate the state from the authority of
the  church.  It  was  also  the  very  first
book which dared to look at the Bible
as  a  human  document,  examining  its
historical   roots,   authorship  and  the
question of its interpretation. Although
Spinoza dev.alued much of the Jewish
tradition by regarding the ceremonial
law as time-bound to the existence of
the ancient Israelite state, he pioneered
a consciousness of historical develop-
ment and anticipated not only what is
now  a  central  topic  within  modem
Judaism.  He  also  laid  the  foundation
for  later  research  into  the  Bible  and
many of Spinoza's findings "have re-
ceived    corroboration    by    recent
scholarship".

Spinoza's  thought  has,  until  today,
provided a guideline for all those who
seek  true  independence.  It  now  de-
pends  entirely  on  us  not  only  to  face
the challenge which Spinoza's philoso-
phy has left us but also to examine how
far Spinoza  "did  not  simply  abandon
the  key  doctrines  of Jewish  theology
but rather transformed them" .

DR ESTHER SEIDEL,/ormer /ec/#rer j.# pA;.-
losopky  at  Dtisseldorf University  and  lecturer
in Jewish Thought  at Leo  Baeck College  since
1987.  Her publications include The concept o£
`Jewish  Philosophy'  in  non-Jewish  and Jewish
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U:
HEROICS

USUALLY,  WE  PRESENT
correspondence which is not
)  much  `letters to  the  Editor'

as letters between the Editors. We hope
that  our  readers  will  forgive  the  self
indulgence.

A44AVA 's   Deputy  Editor,   Rabbi
William  Wolff,  one  time  Fleet  Street
journalist, supplies all of our headlines.
The Editor noticed "An Hero for Our
Time"  in  the  page proofs  of A44IVIVA
i/,  rubbed  his  eyes  and  decided that
discretion was the better part ofvalour.
And thus it appeared.

Dot Swarc,  PA to the Editor,  never
lacks   valour.   She   challenged   the
Deputy  Editor,  asserting  that  `an'  is
used only before a silent  `h' but to no
avail.   `An  hero'   was  grammatically
correct. Mrs Swarc discussed the mat-
ter further with the Editor and a letter
to Rabbi Wolff ensued:

Dear Willy,
We    revere    your   encyclopedic

knowledge  of  English  grammar  and
defer  without  further  argument  -
ninety-nine  times  out  of  a  hundred.
However,  may  we  respectfully  point
Out:
•  An host of golden daffodils?
•  There's an hole in my bucket?
•  An hostage to fortune?
•  An house is not an home?
•  Trevor Booking scored in the

thirteenth minute with an header?
•  Geoff Hurst scored an hat-trick in

the  1966 World Cup Final?
Have an heart!

Dot and Tony

Next,  Barry Hyman, veteran letter-
writer and doyen of the letter columns
of The Times Saturday Review a,nd The
Jewish Telegraph, weighed in..
Sir,

While  it  is  always   an  honour  to
spend  an  hour in  an  honest  study  of
A4cz##a, I was surprised to find the arti-
cle  title   `An  hero  ...'  by    an  Henry
Goldstein. Surely this is an highly ex-
cessive use of the word, at least that's
what my Fowler's  Usage says.  I  hope
you will  not regard this quibble as  an
herring of the red variety.

Yours'
8 S Hyman
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For a few hours there was silence -
and  then  the  Editor  received  Rabbi
Wolff's reply.

My dear Dot and Tony,
All   flags  are  flying  and  all   are

deathly white.  All  hands  are  up  (who
says  I've  only  got  two?)  and  all  in
abject surrender. And one head, now a
shade  whiter than white,  is  bowed  in
the most humble apology.

I  have  this  past  week  taken  an  `A
Level' crash revision course in English
grammar - I have never got beyond A-
level in anything. It was pursued firstly
in the Verona flat of friends, who had
made not only a career but seemingly a
small  fortune  -  you  should  see  their
house in the mountains -not only out
of teaching  English  but  writing  text-
books of English, admittedly only for
Italians. And there I fund another text-
book,  written  not  merely  for  Italians
and  published  in  the  late  70s,  which
dismissed the putting of "an" before all
h's  as  "old  fashioned".  Me?????  Or
should it be I, old fashioned? Me, or I
who is/am barely Bar Mitzvah?

And  so  to  the  Bell  Bookshop  in
Henley-on-Thames,  more  exclusive
than  Blackwells  and  not  to  be  men-
tioned in the same breath or sentence,
never to be put between the same com-
mas  even  as  Heffers  (sorry,  not  even
Tony  is   old  enough  to   remember
Heffers) or Dillons. And there with the
connivance of the owner, who after 30,
sony I must mean 13, years has finally
softened  towards  me,  I  consulted  the
last edition  of Fowler's  Correct  Eng-
lish usage. And the Fowlers (there were
two  but  the  title  mentions  only  one)
say,  like  yourselves,  that  it  remains
"an" before a silent h. They say it re-

mains "an" also before an aspirated h
where the first syllable of the word is
not   stressed,   eg,   an  hotel   and   an
hypnologist. But the Fowlers admitted
that this usage was waning even at their
time  of writing.  And  it  is  "a"  before
every other aspirated h.

Finally   and  desperately  to   City
Books  in  the  Western  Road,  Hove,
where the  owners,  man and wife,  are
so literate that they can read the local
paper and after one  of my occasional
appearances in its columns, have taken
to addressing me as "Rabbi". And three
paperback  editions  of  Wordsworth
later,  I  could  find  only  "a"  host  of
golden daffodils. I shudder as I type.  I
believe  it must have  something to  do
with  paperback  editions,  or  with  the
state of Lake District secondary educa-
tion at the e.nd of the  18th century.

Given that  I  cannot face "old fash-

ioned", I must settle for eccentric. Even
my old mum said that one of her sons
was  eccentric  and  she  said it  even  in
his surprised presence.

So it is the humblest of all pies for
lunch  today,  in  the  form  of a  lonely
jacket potato and sack cloth and ashes
afterwards and the humblest of apolo-
gies     again    to     the     editor,     his
distinguished and erudite secretary and
all  readers  of  A4cz##cz,  A  hero  and   A
heroine to the last man and woman.

Lots of humble love,
Wi]Iy

The editor  concludes:  AL Py[[hic vie-
tory. For I am old enough to remember
Heffers and still own Buck]and's Text
Book  of  Roman  Law  purchased  at
Heffers in Cambridge in 1965. An hal-
cyon time when an Heffer did not raise
the spectre of CJD .
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William Wolff

0NE OF THE MOST INTENSE
moral  debates  this  country  has
seen for the past half century is

coming to an end.  On the  surface it has
focused  on  the  new  law  that  makes  di-
vorce  easier  than  it  has  ever  been.   In
essence it has been about the obligations
of marriage - to partners and children -
and  the  whole  nature  of the  not-quite-
redundant  family.

Not  the  most  sensitive  hearing  aid
could have picked up the Jewish contri-
bution  to  this  passionate  and  at  times
agonised debate.  There was none.

Partly  we  were  silent  for the  best  of
reasons.  Jews  now  make  up  less  than
one half of one percent of the population
of these islands. As a group, be it ethnic
or religious, we are irrelevant and make
no  discernible  contribution  to  the  na-
tional  life.  And  if someone  cries  Peter
Taylor,  the  recently  retired  Lord  Chief
Justice,   or  Harry  Woolf,   the  present
Master of the Rolls, or Malcolm Rifkind,
the Foreign Secretary at the time of writ-
ing,  it  is  perfectly  true  that  none  duck
their  Jewishness.   But  none  holds     his
office by reason of being a Jew.

We  were  silent  also  for the  worst  of
reasons. The bulk of the Jewish religious
leadership,  like  most  Anglican bishops,
believe that there is just one proper place
for us. Always one step behind the secu-
lar new liberalism.

|J^?

APUZZLING  NEW  HABIT  IS
raging among some synagogue
switch boards  and  rabbinic  an-

swer-phones.  "Shalom"  is  the  greeting
offered to all  callers.

``Shalom"?   In  the   340   years   since

Oliver Cromwell  allowed  Amsterdam's
Menasseh Ben Israel to ship some of his

proteges  to  these  shores,  "Shalom"  has
never been the greeting in Anglo Jewry.

Neither  friend,  foe  nor  Lubavitcher
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ever  hail  me  -  or  each  other  -  with
"Shalom".

I get "Good moming, rabbi" or "Good
night",  or  any  good  time  span  in  be-
tween.  More  often  it  is  "Hello"  or  the
American  "Hi".   It  is  never,  not  even
from  my  dearest  Israeli  friend,  "Sha-
lom".

And  never  again,  alas,  the  way  my
academic twin and I used to greet each
other   -    with    a    simple    Cockney
"Whatcher".

Well, except on Shobbes, did not eve-

ryone in Golders Green?

T^i.

W;£T::¥sR:ae?=tai¥;ru§§X¥;#:I::
a  bit  of mine  to  back  Mrs.  Rosemary
Hoffman  in  her  discrimination  action
against  Marks  and  Spencer.  You  may
remember that Mrs. Hoffman kindly of-
fered   herself  as   a   food   taster  and
inspector  to  the  firm.  But  she  made  it
clear  that  she  could  not  test  their  pork
pies or prawn sauces because she was a
practising Jewess.

Marks   and   Spencer  declined   her
thoughtful offer. Would not a synagogue
council  do the  same  to  a  rabbi  who  of-
fered   his   loyal   services,   with   the
exception  of High  Holydays  and  funer-
als?

But I perk up at the thought that even
this  little  cloud  is  gilt  edged.  Surely  I
will now be able to persuade the CRE or
the  equally  generous  Equal  Opportuni-
ties  Commission to  spend  a bit of your
money to back my claim for unfair dis-
crimination.  For  decade  after  decade  I
have  been  denied  the  greatest  creative
experience known to humanity.

I  have  never got pregnant.  And with
the  clock  ticking  awiay  relentlessly,  it
looks as if I never shall.

Is a more blatant discrimination and a
more  monstrous  unfairness  known  to
man?

ir^\.

SUDDENLY MY NAME, THOUGH
still  waiting  to  go  up  in  lights,  is
appearing  at the top  of the  letter-

heads of many a charitable body.

That is  one spin-off of the  new emi-
nence thrust upon me as chairman of the
Council of Refomi and Liberal Rabbis.

It  is  not  an  entirely  new  experience.
Already  I  have  been  among  the  vice-

presidents  of appeals  in  favour of new
hospices  both  in  Brighton  and  Milton
Keynes.

And me  doots  remain the  same.  The
name does evoke an occasional glimmer
of recognition.  Chiefly  from  myself -
"Is that really me? Well, it must be."

But  does  it  from  anyone  else?  And
does it tease even one £5 note out of any

purse or pocket or cause any cheque to
be written by any donor?

I have yet to hear of it.

•5t

AT  A  RECENT  FUNERAL  A
chazan,   amateur  or  profes-
sional,  intoned  the  memorial

prayer.  He  was  wearing  strange  head-
gear  that  looked  a  cross  between  a
deerstalker  and  a  chauffeur's  peaked
Cap.

I  know  that  the  umbilical  cord  that
used to bind  dress  to  occasion  was  cut
some  decades  ago  at  the  birth  of  our
anything-goes-society.

Does that mean that when I  officiate
at my next wedding at the end of July, I
can  stand  in  front  of the  Chuppah  in
jeans,  properly  holed  above  the  knee,
and  multi-coloured  tallit  draped  over
open neck shirt?

Not  forgetting  my  comfy  Brighton
beach flippers?

i£.

IKNOW  OF  A  MEDIUM  SIZED
congregation that has not one  doc-
tor,  dentist, .solicitor  or  accountant

among its members.
Is that proof that the old clich6 about

my-son-the . . .  is now as out of date as a
Homburg hat?

Or is it just unlucky?

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  j.s  mj.#j.s/er  o/ /Ae
Brighton  and  Hove  Progressive  Synagogue.  He
has  previously  served  in  Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Milton  Keynes,  Reading,  and  as  an  assistant  to
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at tl.e West London Synagogue.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

loth -31st July
Young Jewish Artists Summer Exhibition

An  Exhibition of the works of the Sternberg Prizewinners
accompanied by a full programme of talks and workshops for young people

Sunday 6th October -8.00pm
High Holy Day Discussion -"Religious Education, Pride or Prejudice?"

Participants will  include Olive Lawton,  Melanie  Phillips and John  Marshall  MP in the Chair

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,  1.15pm

Autumn  1996 Series:  17 and 310ctober,14 and 28 November,12  December

AFtT COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from 8 October - 10 December 1996

Tuesdays 10.00am - 12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm

SCULPTURE COURSE
A new evening course in sculpture and clay with Adam Kops

from 8 October - 10 December 1996

JUDAIC EMBROIDERY COURSE
A new daytime embroidery course with Lana Young

from 9 October - 1 1  December 1996

S.T.A.R.S.
Manor House Society Drama Centre

Ongoing programme of play production, play readings, workshops,
play writing and theatre outings
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